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Abstract Embedded software is growing fast in size and complexity, leading to intimate mixture of complex
architectures and complex control. Consequently, software specification requires modeling both structures
and behaviour of systems. Unfortunately, existing languages do not integrate these aspects well, usually pri-
oritizing one of them. It is common to develop a separate language for each of these facets.
In this paper, we contribute Clafer: a small language that attempts to tackle this challenge. It combines
rich structural modeling with state of the art behavioural formalisms. We are not aware of any other modeling
language that seamlessly combines these facets common to system and software modeling.
We show how Clafer, in a single unified syntax and semantics, allows capturing feature models (variabil-
ity), component models, discrete control models (automata) and variability encompassing all these aspects.
The language is built on top of first order logic with quantifiers over basic entities (for modeling structures)
combined with linear temporal logic (for modeling behaviour). On top of this semantic foundation we build
a simple but expressive syntax, enriched with carefully selected syntactic expansions that cover hierarchical
modeling, associations, automata, scenarios, and Dwyer’s property patterns.
We evaluate Clafer using a power window case study, and comparing it against other notations that sub-
stantially overlap with its scope (SysML, AADL, Temporal OCL and Live Sequence Charts), discussing benefits
and perils of using a single notation for the purpose.
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1 Introduction
A multitude of languages and tools supports either modeling structure, or behavior,
or variability. These three aspects seem to be key to software and system modeling.
We have structural modeling languages (say UML class diagrams), architectural
modeling languages (SysML, AADL, EAST-ADL), behavioural languages (statecharts,
UML state diagrams, Simulink stateflow), and variability languages (feature models,
OVMs or CVL). The ability to combine these aspects is crucial, as complexity of
software increases, bringing rich architecture to almost any system. Many of the above
languages do include facilities for combining structure, variability, and behaviour, but
typically using separate notations. For instance, all architecture description languages
support variability modeling, and the UML combines a variety of diagrams. OVM
and CVL are mechanisms to introduce variability to any structural (or behavioural)
language. Our experience, however, observing how these combinations are used in
teaching, engineering, and research, as well as the experience from designing some
of them, indicates that multiple notations are cognitively hard to work with; See for
instance, by now, cliché problems in UML caused by complexity [45, 46]; similar
problems can be found in many works about semantics of the UML. Models combining
multiple notations are difficult to comprehend holistically, both because of limitations
of human cognition and errors in language design that accumulates with complexity.
Furthermore, the separation of notations leads to compartmentalization of the mod-
eling process, which, while often being useful, can also be distracting. For example, it
is very difficult to think of variability modeling as a separate concern from structural
modeling—after all, variability in structure is a generalization of structural modeling,
and not an entirely separate activity. However in reality, the information about struc-
ture, behaviour, and variability becomes available in parallel during the requirements
elicitation process. A language where variability is integrated into structural modeling
(or behavioral modeling) allows the user to choose whether to build two separate
models or not. A language, where these aspects are separated at language design
stage, does not offer such choice.
For these reasons, it is interesting to experiment with designing new integrated
languages that would lower barrier of entry and counteract (the unproductive) com-
partmentalization of modeling, while allowing it when needed. Over the years, we
have collected the experience of using and studying various modeling languages in the
space of system modeling [8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, 23, 32, 39, 53, 59, 71]. We have learnt that
minimality of concepts helps popularity of simple modeling styles like feature models
[10, 19, 39]; and that more complex variability spaces require modeling architectural
structures [8, 11], including channels, ports, and components [32]. We have seen uses
of both direct behavioral modeling (automata style) [23, 71], and the advantages
of declarative modeling of behavior [53]. Finally, we knew that the structure and
behavior need to be mappable to high level variability descriptions like feature models
and decision models [9, 39, 59]. We used this accumulated experience to design a
language that combines modeling of both structure and behaviour with variability
using a small number of concepts. The language follows declarative semantics, but
embeds syntax that allows models to appear similarly to automata (state-based).
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Settling on very few first-class concepts shared by multiple modeling styles is key to
avoid building a union of languages like the UML, while still maintaining the ability
to cover many applications.
Not only our own, but the accumulated experience of the entire research community
with a multitude of languages gives an excellent empirical basis for understanding
which concepts and mechanisms are key to modeling software systems. Many concepts
are shared across behavioural and structural languages, including kind-of/part-of de-
composition (seen in feature models, class diagrams and all architectural languages),
inheritance/specialization/extension (in state diagrams, class diagrams and in ar-
chitectural languages), variation points (in variability languages and architectural
languages), or hierarchical nesting (almost everywhere). Most of the languages in-
corporate looseness mechanisms—an under-constraining used to express variability,
dynamicity, abstraction, approximation or uncertainty.
Our hypothesis is that a language combining entities and relationships, refinement,
hierarchical nesting, and looseness will be very compact while still capable of express-
ing multiple aspects in a single notation. We believe that such a language, while not
universal, would be reasonably comprehensive and easier to learn and use than more
specialized languages that over time accumulated accidental complexity growing into
large, complex and heterogeneous notations.
We approach this objective by extending Clafer [4], an existing minimalistic lan-
guage for structural modeling, with a temporal dimension; we simply interpret a
structural Clafer model as having unrestricted behaviour: instances become snapshots,
constraints become invariants, and all possible evolutions of instances are allowed.
We extend the constraint language with linear temporal logics [57] to constrain the
possible evolutions of instances in traces. We enrich the notation with syntactic sugar
for Dwyer’s property patterns [25], and for transitions for modeling hierarchical state
machines [2, 36] and scenarios. Crucially, we do not add any new first-class elements
to the language, which already supports basic entities (clafers),1 part-of decomposi-
tion, inheritance, references, and constraints. The only extension are the temporal
operators added to the constraint language and the trace-based interpretation in
the semantics. To address the multitude of applications, we propose a collection of
modeling patterns relying on existing modeling constructs. In short, the paper offers
the following contributions:
The design of Clafer, a modeling language that combines behaviour, structure, and vari-
ability, including a formal specification of the core language. To our best knowledge
no single language exists that addresses this requirement.
A demonstration of modeling patterns for structure, behaviour, and variability. As far
as we know, this is the first, reasonably systematic, approach to collect such patterns,
instead of demanding language extensions to achieve similar functionality.
1We capitalize Clafer when referring to the language, and use small caps to refer to clafers,
its basic entities, which roughly correspond to classes, attributes and references. From now
on we write ”Clafer” meaning ”Clafer extended with behaviour”.
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An implementation of the language in the Clafer compiler capable of desugaring
the extended syntactic elements (transitions and property patterns) into the ba-
sic temporal logic expressions.2 The parser is generated from a formal grammar
specification, whereas the desugarer is implemented manually.
A handful of publicly available models; few models combining variability and be-
haviour have been freely available before, despite their growing importance.
Clafer with behaviour combines an established structural modeling paradigm (class
diagrams) with a solid semantic model for behaviour (traces). It allows creation
of ”loose” models (underspecified, with variability, with uncertainty), and mixing
looseness of the different aspects. It does not require compartmentalization of be-
haviour and structure, but allows it. It allows organizing behavioural specifications
via structural modeling concepts. Finally, it allows introducing variability uniformly
in all the above.
We believe that a small language capturing diverse viewpoints can facilitate model
driven development of high quality software in more domains and at lower cost than
today. We also hope that it will influence design of future industry standards. A small
language with unambiguous semantics makes it easier to develop formal analysis
tools for models mixing structure, behaviour and variability. Last but not least, we
believe that Clafer has good potential for teaching modeling. A small language can
be learned faster. Students can experience the different facets of modeling quicker,
and obtain operational skills in different kinds of modeling using a single language,
which is important in a short time horizon of a course. It can demonstrate a variety of
patterns and use cases without bringing the ballast of multiple notations and tools
into the learning activities.
We proceed by introducing the running example in section 2. We show patterns for
feature modeling, structural modeling, and variability modeling in section 3, followed
by modeling behaviour including control, state machines, properties, scenarios and
variability in section 4. We present the semantics of the core Clafer in section 5 and
discuss additional constructs and the implementation in section 6. Similarly, section 7
discusses the design and properties of Clafer against the baseline of several other
languages, in an attempt to evaluate this work using a case study. We gather the
lessons learnt in section 8, reflecting on the design and giving pointers to future work.
We discuss related work (section 9) and conclude in section 10.
2 The Running Example
We use a power window subsystem of a contemporary car as a running example, a
choice inspired by a realistic case study, which we pursued in collaboration with an
industrial partner in the automotive domain [54, 62, 63].3 An electrically-powered
window receives inputs from the users that request moving the window glass up (to
2 Available from http://www.clafer.org, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
3 https://github.com/gsdlab/ClaferCaseStudies/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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1 abstract final Feature Clafer
2 abstract final FeatureModel
3 WinFeatures : FeatureModel 1..1
4 manualUpDown : Feature 1..1
5 express : Feature 0..1
6 pinchProtection : Feature 0..1
(a) Clafer
WinFeatures
manualUpDown express
pinchProtection
(b) FODA notation [43]
Figure 1 An example feature model. The Clafer model (left) defines both the types repre-
senting the core concepts of feature modeling and the feature model itself.
close) or to close it automatically (express up), to move it down (open), and to stop
the movement of the glass panel. The window controller actuates the window motor
to execute these commands. However, up commands are ignored when the window
is closed, and down commands are ignored when the window is completely open,
to avoid burning the motor. Finally, a safety feature (pinch protection) suspends the
closing movement if an obstacle is detected.
The example is sufficiently rich to discuss several modeling viewpoints. It is also
sufficiently complex to illustrate the need for a compact notation and a well-defined
semantics supporting building automatic analysis tools, which could help modelers.
To facilitate comparison, we include fragments of the example in dominant modeling
languages for the different viewpoints. We start with demonstrating using Clafer for
feature modeling and structural modeling. While, these applications of Clafer were
previously presented by Bąk, Diskin, Antkiewicz, Czarnecki, and Wąsowski [4] in an
entirely static setting; here we introduce explicit patterns for obtaining different kinds
of models as well as we take a dynamic perspective, which allows some new aspects
to appear (like the modifier final, or modeling of messages).
3 Background. Modeling Features and Structures with Variability
We begin the technical developments by introducing structural modeling capabilities
of Clafer. While these aspects of the language have been known previously, we give
an entirely new exposition to them, emphasizing the use of patterns in modeling. We
will continue this style in section 4, where patterns for behavioral modeling will be
introduced.
3.1 Feature Modeling
Feature models [43] are a notation for capturing key characteristics of a system from
a high level requirements perspective. They are among the simplest and most abstract
models created for software artifacts. They name the core common and variable
features of a system, organize them into a hierarchy, and capture dependencies among
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them. A feature model thus describes the set of valid feature configurations—legal
selections of features that can be combined to build a product variant. The set of all
variants and amethod to derive them is typically called a product line. Featuremodeling
has been popular for its simplicity and similar notations have been introduced in
commercial4 and open source tools [10, 56] aimed at building product lines and highly
configurable systems.
Clafer (the language) has a minimalistic syntax that unifies class, reference and
property into a single concept called clafer (type). From feature modeling point of
view, a clafer also unifies both the feature and feature group concepts. In general, a
model in Clafer is built from clafers that represent domain concepts and relations
among them. Moreover, figure 1 a presents a simple Clafer model. Each line contains
one declaration of a clafer. The model can be interpreted as an equivalent feature
model in the FODA notation (figure 1b).
Our family of Power Window systems only admits three variants. Every variant
will contain the mandatory feature manualUpDown which corresponds to the basic
functionality of a power window. Two optional features express and pinchProtection
can also be selected for a variant configuration; however, pinchProtection can only be
selected if the feature express is selected.
The Clafer model in figure 1a first declares the core types of feature modeling.
The first two clafers are abstract, meaning that they cannot have direct instances
of their own, but only via concrete clafers which extend them via generalization
relation (akin to abstract classes in OO languages). The default multiplicity of abstract
clafers is 0..* and we always omit it for clarity. In lines 3–5 the feature tree is specified
using indentation (which means containment composition in Clafer). The root node
represents the model, and the indented clafer declarations represent children. The
intervals (a..b) following the declarations denote clafer multiplicity which constrain
the cardinality of instance sets. Here the existence of an instance of the clafers
WinFeatures and manualUpDown is mandatory (exactly one instance is required),
while the two other features are optional (at most one instance is allowed). In FODA,
optionality is represented using hollow dots and the root is mandatory by default. To
summarize, the multiplicity of a clafer specifies how many instances of that clafer
can be nested under an instance of its parent clafer. By using multiplicity 1..1 and
0..1, we can express mandatory and optional features, respectively. The presence
of an instance of a clafer represents the fact that a feature is selected in a feature
configuration. The nesting of clafers indicates that an instance of a child clafer can
only exist nested under an instance of its parent clafer, which we use to express that a
child feature can only be selected if its parent feature is also selected. In our example,
we assume that configuration of the power window is performed statically (say at
factory construction time). Thus, we would like to declare all clafers in the feature
model as final—meaning that their instances cannot change (appear and disappear)
once they are created. Instead of changing each clafer into final, we mark the abstract
clafers Feature and FeatureModel as final so that this property is inherited by all clafers
4 Available among others from Pure Systems GmbH and Big Lever Software Inc.
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1 abstract final Component Clafer
2 abstract Port
3 abstract final Command
4 motorStop : Command 1..1
5 WinController : Component 1..1
6 final motor -> WinMotor 1..1
7 WinMotor : Component
8 cmd : Port -> Command 1..1
(a) Clafer
WinController
Component
Command
WinMotor
Port
0..*
-Port1
-motor  11
cmd
1
1
(b) UML class diagram
Figure 2 A structural model of the core architecture of the Power Window example
extending them. This is not visible in FODA notation, as it is rarely used in dynamic
interpretation.
In general, Clafer subsumes cardinality-based feature models [20], which in turn
subsume FODA. It allowsmodeling both optional andmandatory features, features that
can have multiple instances, feature groups (including and, or, xor and mutex groups),
feature references and cross-tree constraints (such as requires and excludes). These
features are not used in our example for simplicity. Yet, we will use the corresponding
Clafer constructs in later examples. Note that feature modeling in Clafer does not
use any first class feature modeling constructs. Instead a modeling pattern is used, in
which nesting is used to represent feature hierarchy and cardinality constraints are
used to model optionality and feature groups. Constraints can be written to capture
further relations among features.
3.2 Structural Modeling
Architectural models are concerned with functional decomposition of features into
structures of components that will realize the intended functionality. The key aspects
of architectural modeling include identifying components, ports, and their relation-
ships such as connections, containment (part-of) and refinement (kind-of). Known
architectural modeling languages include AADL,5 (originally for avionics applications)
and EAST-ADL6 (automotive domain). Architectural modeling languages are often
encoded as profiles on class diagrams.
We shall now name and relate the main components of our example (see figure 2a).
We begin by declaring the abstract clafers representing key concepts of architectural
modeling: components and ports (lines 1–2). The clafer Command will represent the
type of messages sent between the controller and the motor (e.g., we include an
example concrete command motorStop on line 4).
5 http://www.aadl.info/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
6 http://www.east-adl.info/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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Lines 5–6 introduce the clafers representing the controller. The clafer WinCon-
troller, which is a component, contains a reference clafer (motor) to exactly one
instance of the clafer WinMotor, representing the motor (lines 7–8). We model the
connection between the two using the reference WinMotor.cmd: the signals from
the controller to the motor will be passed by setting the reference (e.g., WinMo-
tor.cmd=motorStop, since both are singleton sets, the only instance of cmd must
point to the only instance of motorStop).
The declaration of cmd contains both a clafer type (: Port) and a referenced
type (-> Command). Both are optional in Clafer, as seen above (cf. motorStop and
motor). The clafer type annotation indicates that a clafer specializes another clafer,
analogously to class generalization in object-oriented modeling (for instance if a
super-clafer contains properties, these are automatically included in the declared
clafer). The reference type annotation restricts the type of referenced objects. Each
clafer can be both a typed property (in the sense of a class) and a reference. The
reference is ”built-in” which allows using more lightweight syntax than in UML, when
additional model element needs to be introduced and named to use references. If the
reference type is omitted, then the built-in reference of the declared clafer is always
empty. In this particular example, the use of Port has only a minor semantic impact:
We use generalization annotation to clarify the role of the cmd clafer in the model
(that it is a port). No properties are inherited, because Port is an empty type.
Observe that all Components and motor are final clafers (the architecture is static
in our example), but cmd is not, which means that it will change over time.
A class diagram capturing the same information is shown in figure 2b. Clafer nesting
is simply class containment (e.g., the class Component contains the class Port). Also,
all clafers can have children, including the reference clafers. The two references,
motor and cmd, otherwise similar in Clafer, have been modeled differently in the UML
diagram. The former is captured as a simple reference, which cannot have attributes.
The latter is reified (materialized) into an association class, which can have attributes
and contain other classes. In fact, in Clafer, all references are always reified, so the
second modeling (using the association class cmd) is more accurate. There are no
special reference/association clafers in Clafer. Each reference is a clafer and each clafer
can act as a reference. As all clafers can nest other clafers (representing properties),
all clafer references can have attributes.
In general, the structural language of Clafer is very similar to MOF class diagrams.
It supports inheritance (:) and references (-> for set-valued references and ->>
for multiset-valued references), although the references are always reified and they
can contain instances of other clafers. Each clafer can both point to a set of clafers
and contain other clafers. Attributes are realized in the same simple framework, by
referencing values of designated clafers representing simple types (thus, in a way,
attributes are always boxed like in Smalltalk). For example, every instance of a clafer
length -> integer 1..1 must point to an instance of the clafer integer, which
represents the set of all integer numbers.
Note that Clafer does not have any first class support for architectural concepts, but
we follow a pattern when modeling an architecture. Like with Feature Models, we
use abstract clafers to introduce components and ports. Rich connectors could have
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Listing 1 Relating a structural model and a feature model in Clafer
1 WinFeatures : FeatureModel 1..1 Clafer
2 manualUpDown : Feature 1..1
3 express : Feature 0..1
4 pinchProtection : Feature 0..1
5 WinController : Component 1..1
6 final motor -> WinMotor 1..1
7 pinchDetector : Component 0..1
8 [ one this.pinchDetector <=>
9 one WinFeatures.express.pinchProtection ]
been defined similarly. This is reminiscent of the SysML7 practice of profiling UML for
architectural use. Events and messages are modeled as clafers that are targets of a
reference (or members of a set); the intuition being that of a typed slot that can be
filled or not. As a result, the language with an extremely small core abstract syntax
(see section 5) can express reasonably rich models.
3.3 Variability in Structural Models
Architectural modeling naturally requires variability modeling, whenever variation is
involved, for instance when modeling a family of systems. One common way to add
variability to architectural models is by linking the presence of architectural elements
to conditions expressed in terms of features, so called presence conditions. We shall
discuss it now, while alternatives will be shown in section 4. Presence conditions can
be introduced directly in the modeling language [18], or by using an external notation,
as in separate variability modeling, cf. Orthogonal Variability Modeling [58] (OVM)
and the Common Variability Language8 (CVL). In Clafer neither a separate notation,
nor first-class presence conditions are needed.
In Clafer, we map elements to features using constraints. In listing 1, both the
feature model and the component model are placed together (the abstract concept
declarations and WinMotor are elided to conserve space). A new optional (0..1)
component, pinchDetector, is introduced in line 7 as a part of the controller. In
lines 8–10, a constraint states that an instance of the component pinchDetector is
present if and only if an instance of the feature pinchProtection is present.
Clafer provides a constraint language that is largely inspired by Alloy’s [42]. It is a
language of relational set expressions combined with first-order quantifiers. Unlike in
Alloy, where signatures cannot be nested, constraints in Clafer can be nested at any
depth in a clafer hierarchy and under any clafer, including references. A constraint
7 http://sysml.org/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
8 http://variabilitymodeling.org/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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nested under a clafer is enforced for each instance of this clafer (so whenever such
clafer exists). Technically speaking, the constraint is implicitly universally quantified
over all instances of the context clafer. This roughly corresponds to use of contexts
in the Object Constraint Language9 (OCL). Ability to write constraints in different
contexts, allows often writing them more compactly than at the top-level.
When interpreting the model in a dynamic context, we would like all constraints
in static Clafer to become invariants, that is, to hold globally in a trace as long as an
instance of their context clafer exists. Although not shown in listing 1, every static
constraint has an implicit temporal quantifier globally by default, which we explain
in section 5.
Finally, observe that linking the structural model to the feature model has not
relied on first-class notions of presence conditions, mappings, variation points, or
traceability links (as in the above cited works). Instead a pattern was applied. We
placed the feature model and a component model in a shared space, without any need
for semantic integration, as they are written in the same language. For the same reason
we could relate their elements using simple constraints, realizing the functionality
of presence conditions. The obtained model is very concise. In contrast, applying an
OVM or CVL style model requires creating three layers of artifacts (feature model,
a mapping model of variation points and the base model—here the class diagram).
Both require use of complex tools, as no easy syntax exists (CVL even lacks syntax for
the mapping layer).
3.4 First-Order Constraints
In the early days of Clafer, we discussed the possibility of adaptation of constraint
languages of various kinds, and performed semi-formal comparative studies of Al-
loy [42] and the Object-Constraint Language (OCL) [69]. Alloy’s relational style was
slightly more concise, and seemed to mix well with the keyword free-style of hierarchy
modeling in Clafer.10 The semantic adaptation was essentially direct, we just used
clafers instead of Alloy’s signatures as the main objects constrained. To make the
paper self-contained, we summarize the key points of the resulting language below.
1. Constraints are written in square brackets.
2. A clafer name refers to the set of all instances appearing at a given point at runtime,
being typed by this clafer. Thus WinController refers to all available window
controllers. For clafers of cardinality one, like the window controller, this yields a
singleton set. In general, larger sets, and empty sets, can arise for clafers with less
constrained cardinality.
3. The semantics of the navigation dot is relational join with projection, like in Alloy.
A top-level clafer WinControllers yields a set, while the constraint language
interprets nested clafers as binary parent-child relations. Thus pinchDetector is
seen as a binary relation between WinControllers and pinch detector instances.
9 http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
10 Jackson compares OCL with Alloy in the cited book and in the preceding papers.
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A navigation (WinController.pinchDetector) joins the relation with the set of
winControllers, then drops the left column, leaving the set of pinch detectors that
are nested in the given window controllers. While this semantics seems somewhat
mathematical, it has been rather naturally adopted by Alloy users, since the syntax
is intuitive—navigation dots follow semantics like in programming languages with
structures or objects, just with the exception that one can navigate over more than
a single instance at a time. In our experience, students pick up the expression
language seamlessly, relying on experience from programming languages.
4. We allow dropping navigation and using just a single clafer name, if the name
is unique in the model. This yields all instances of the given clafer, for instance
express can be used instead of WinFeatures.express as this name is unique in
our example.
5. A constraint is a Boolean predicate, so the sets yielded by clafer expressions and nav-
igation need to be turned into Boolean values. This can be done using containment
(in) between sets, equality tests (=), and quantifiers (see below).
6. The simplest quantifiers are one, lone, some, and no (not is a synonym for no).
In the simple form, they all can be followed by a set expression. For an expression
x , one x means that the set specified by x must be a singleton; lone x means that
the set yield by x must be empty or a singleton; some x means that the set yield
by x must not be empty; no x means that the set yield by x must be empty.
7. When a clafer name is used in an expression, in a position where a Boolean
is expected, it is automatically cast to Boolean using the some quantifier. This
gives a particularly natural interpretation for clafers with cardinality 0..1. For
instance, [ express ] really means [ some express ], which is true if express
is instantiated and false if it is not. So clafers with cardinality 0..1 behave like
Boolean variables, and constraints involving them can be almost always read as
Boolean conditions.
8. The quantifiers also come in a set comprehension form, where a name can be bound
to elements of a set, and a predicate on the elements can be enforced. Details are
further explained in section 5, using the example of all—the universal quantifier
enforcing that all set elements satisfy a property.
9. Besides the above Clafer supports the usual set of Boolean connectives, including
implication (=>) and bi-implication (<=>).
In the following section, we will be extending this constraint language with behav-
ioral operators, starting with adding temporal logics operators, and continuing with
syntactic sugar that mimics automata-like transitions.
4 Modeling Behaviour with Variability
Having established the key behavioral modeling practices for Clafer, we will now
move towards modeling behavior. We start with discussing the notion of state space
(and modeling structured state spaces), then we continue to modeling with state ma-
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1 abstract State Clafer
2 abstract final StateMachine
3 WinController : Component 1..1
4 final motor -> WinMotor 1..1
5 1..1 winStates : StateMachine 1..1
6 movingUp : State 0..1
7 initial 1..1 stopped : State 0..1
8 closed : State 0..1
9 partlyOpen : State 0..1
10 open : State 0..1
11 movingDown : State 0..1
(a) Clafer (b) UML State Diagram
Figure 3 Hierarchical decomposition of states in the controller model
chines and scenarios. We include demonstration of several different patterns allowing
introducing variability into behavioral models.
4.1 Hierarchical Decomposition of States as a Modeling Pattern
The need for hierarchical decomposition of states was originally recognized in the
seminal work of Harel on statecharts [36], concurrently to similar developments in
process algebras CCS and CSP. UML has adopted Harel’s design for state diagrams
and essentially also for activity diagrams. The idea has spread widely, including
commercial tools, like MATLAB Stateflow.
Let’s consider modeling hierarchical state decomposition in Clafer. We want to
specify discrete control states for the window controller (see figure 3). In Clafer (lines
5–11), the state hierarchy is modeled using the principal nesting construct of clafers,
exactly in the same way as the containment hierarchy and feature hierarchy have
been modeled before. We introduce abstract clafers to denote states, state machines
and WinController (lines 1–3) and use subtyping to denote the function of clafers
in the model. The reference clafer motor -> WinMotor, is final meaning that the
motor is always present in a controller and cannot disappear. The clafer representing
a state machine, winStates, is not marked as final because it inherits that property
from StateMachine. We always have exactly one state machine (clafer multiplicity to
the right of the declaration) and exactly one instance of its children is always present
(1..1 to the left, expressing xor clafer group cardinality).11 This effectively means
11 Incidentally, this double cardinality annotation may appear confusing. In practice, many of
constraints are omitted thanks to conveniently chosen default constraints. It rarely happens
that both clafer (right) and group (left) cardinality need to be provided at the same time.
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that the three nested clafers (movingUp, stopped, movingDown) are exclusive in any
snapshot, which in statechart terminology means that they are sequentially composed.
The clafer stopped (state) is further decomposed using the same principle, into states
closed, partlyOpen, and open. These states will store the controller’s memory of
what the state of the glass panel is, whenever it stops and figure 3b shows the same
decomposition as a UML state diagram.
A model containing non-final clafers (like the above) is interpreted as an invariant
over all instances, so it generates a universal language of sequences of structures
satisfying this invariant. The initial keyword (line 7) constraints this language
slightly, by stating that whenever an instance of the machine winStates is created, an
instance of its initial child (stopped) will be created. In this example, this means that
the first snapshot of every trace will contain an instance of stopped. Note that none of
the children clafers of stopped is marked initial, which introduces non-determinism
into the model: traces can start with any one of them being instantiated in the first
snapshot.
Intervals can appear before and after clafer declarations. An interval constraint
placed to the right of a declaration indicates clafer multiplicity and restricts possible
cardinality of the set of instances of the declared clafer per instance of its parent
clafer. So a..b means that each parent of the declarated clafer can have at least a
and at most b instances of it. An interval placed to the left of a clafer name indicates
group cardinality, which restricts the number of concurrently present instances of the
children of that clafer.
Note that states and state machines are not first class citizens in Clafer. We use
abstract types to introduce states (State) and state machines (StateMachine) in
Clafer, and nesting to represent a state hierarchy. Sequential decomposition of states
is realized using group cardinality constraints (1..1 winStates in figure 3). Parallel
decomposition is realized by placing two or more clafers at the same nesting depth
and not making them exclusive (for n concurrent regions use group cardinality n..n
instead of 1..1). Finally, the initial state at every level of nesting can be indicated
using the initial keyword (for instance initial stopped in figure 3), which the
compiler expands to a suitable temporal constraint.
The pattern for modeling state hierarchies, can be combined with the pattern
for modeling messages, mentioned in the previous section. In listing 2, we recall the
definitions of the clafers representing window’s controller (lines 1–12) and thewindow’s
electric motor (lines 13–14). In the bottom we model several concrete commands,
which can be sent to the port WinMotor.cmd.
In the controller automaton, we introduce constraints nested under states to enforce
suitable commands modeling actuator signals in each state (see lines 5, 7, and 12).
These constraints effectively are state invariants. Recall that constraints nested under
a clafer are only enforced whenever an instance of this clafer exists (or more precisely
In particular, in this example the right-most constraint could be omitted, as 1..1 is derived
by the default mechanism here. We strive to avoid using defaults and conventions in the
examples as we assume that the reader is not a regular user of Clafer and would find it
confusing.
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Listing 2 Do-activities in Clafer
1 WinController : Component 1..1 Clafer
2 final motor -> WinMotor 1..1
3 1..1 winStates : StateMachine 1..1
4 movingUp : State 0..1
5 [ motor.cmd=motorUp ]
6 initial 1..1 stopped : State 0..1
7 [ motor.cmd=motorStop ]
8 closed : State 0..1
9 partlyOpen : State 0..1
10 open : State 0..1
11 movingDown : State 0..1
12 [ motor.cmd=motorDown ]
13 WinMotor : Component 1..1
14 cmd : Port -> Command 1..1
15 abstract final Command
16 motorUp : Command 1..1
17 motorStop : Command 1..1
18 motorDown : Command 1..1
for each such instance). Thus the motor command port is set to motorUp when in the
state movingUp, and similarly for the states stopped and movingDown. This way of
linking states to their semantics, is reminiscent of do-activities in UML state diagrams,
yet no special support is required in Clafer (of course, this is not a precise encoding
of do-activities, which have much richer semantics in the UML).
Initial states vs default values The curious reader may inquire why we have opted for
the mechanism of initial sub-clafers, instead of providing a more general mechanism
for default values, that could also be used for, say, targets of references. This is
unexpected in light of our otherwise rather parsimonious attitude to language design
though. In fact, we did experiment with default values in Clafer. The key difference
between an initial and a default value is that an initial value is enforced strictly. If
another constraint implies that another clafer is instantiated (not the one marked as
initial), then an inconsistency (an error) arises, and is reported by tools. The usability
expectations for default values are different: a default value should be enforced unless
another constraint prefers instantiating another clafer. This ”unless” condition is
difficult to assure in a constraint language, unlike in a usual programming language.
It essentially would require adding a soft-constraint facility to a language that is, so far,
based on hard constraints. Note that the enforcement of another initial value than the
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Figure 4 UML state diagram for a control automaton for the power window controller.
default can be indirect, as a consequence of conjunction of several constraints. Thus,
it cannot be detected syntactically or by the type system alone like in programming
languages. So far, we have been unable to design a semantics that makes sense in
many scenarios, is clear for users, and is implementable. Hence the compromise with
initial. Of course, the problem of defaults remains an interesting question for future
work.
4.2 Behaviour in Automata Style as a Modeling Pattern
Let us enrich our state model with transition constraints to control the dynamics of
the underlying state machine. Assume that UserRequest is an abstract final type of
user inputs, and the following concrete inputs are declared using subtyping (right):
1 abstract final UserRequest Clafer
2 stop : UserRequest 1..1
3 up : UserRequest 1..1
4 down : UserRequest 1..1
Moreover, listing 3 adds behaviour to the state hierarchy of figure 3a. In lines 2–3, we
declare a port to receive user requests and an additional signal, endOfTravel, from
the motor that informs the controller whenever the window cannot move any further,
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Listing 3 Clafer code for a control automaton for the power window controller.
1 WinController : Component 1..1 Clafer
2 req : Port -> UserRequest 0..1
3 endOfTravel : Port 0..1
4 [ lone (req ++ endOfTravel) ]
5 [ always req=stop between req=down and req=up]
6 [ always req=stop between req=up and req=down]
7 [ always req=up between req=stop and req=expressUp ]
8 [ always req=expressUp => next no req]
9 1..1 winStates : StateMachine 1..1
10 movingUp : State 0..1
11 [ req=down --> movingDown ]
12 [ endOfTravel --> closed ]
13 [ req=stop --> stopped ]
14 initial 1..1 stopped : State 0..1
15 closed : State 0..1
16 [ req=down --> movingDown ]
17 partlyOpen : State 0..1
18 [ req=up --> movingUp ]
19 [ req=down --> movingDown ]
20 open : State 0..1
21 [ req=up --> movingUp ]
22 movingDown : State 0..1
23 [ req=up --> movingUp ]
24 [ endOfTravel --> open ]
25 [ req=stop --> stopped ]
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being already fully opened or fully closed. The constraint in line 4 says that at most
one event can be present at a time, so either a request is present or the endOfTravel
signal arrives (like in Alloy, ++ is a union operator and the quantifier lone restricts
the size of the following set to at most one). This constraint allows us to restrict the
Clafer semantics to the usual semantics of automata, when one event arrives at a
time. In lines 5–8, we define constraints to specify sequence of user requests that can
happen in the controller. The lines 5–6 specify that stop user request can only occur
in between requests down and up or up and down. Similarly, in case if the request is
expressUp then no request can happen afterwards (line 8). The constraints on lines
5–8 are expressed using syntactic sugar that follows Dwyer’s property specification
patterns [25] (see below).
New constraints have been placed under the clafers representing states. We use
the operator --> (not to be confused with reference arrow -> nor with implication
=> which has no inherent temporal interpretation) to represent a temporal constraint
between two predicates. If the condition on the left of --> holds in current state, then
the condition on the right holds in the next state. So the constraint in line 11 reads:
if the user request is down then in the next snapshot the global state will contain
movingDown. The constraint is enforced whenever the clafer movingUp exists (the
state movingUp is active). In general, the syntax of the operator x --> y where both
x and y are Boolean constraints, respectively a precondition and a postcondition
for the state change. The meaning of x --> y is that if x holds in a state then y
must hold in the next state. We show how the operator is expanded to LTL’s standard
operators in section 6.
The state diagram in figure 4 represents the same behaviour as the Clafer model.
Let us draw our attention that besides a regular automaton transition (like the one in
line 7), we have cases of transitions that are nondeterministic (line 9) and transitions
that cross state hierarchy boundaries (e.g., line 7 and line 13).
Let us summarize the pattern used for modeling automata. Like previously, events
are modeled as appearing and disappearing instances clafers. They can appear si-
multaneously, giving a (limited) sense of true concurrency. If this is undesirable, we
constrain them to be exclusive, obtaining a more standard, automata-like, semantics.
Transitions are modeled using stylized temporal constraints (refer to section 6 for a
complete catalog). Guard conditions can be conjoined to pre-conditions in transition
constraints. Similarly outputs can be enforced by conjoining them to post-conditions
(not shown), when modeled in a manner similar to do-activities shown earlier. Clafer
as a language is unaware of state machines, transitions or events. Still, a modest
amount of syntactic sugar and a suitable selection of abstract types make the model
appear like a state machine, and the semantics act accordingly.
Use of property specification patterns in Clafer Dwyer et al. have analyzed a corpus
of correctness specifications written in temporal logics. They found that the operator
selection and syntax design in temporal logics align poorly with what needs to be
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Listing 4 The express functionality.
1 expressUp : UserRequest 0..1 Clafer
2 1..1 movingUp : State 0..1
3 [ req=down --> movingDown ]
4 [ endOfTravel --> closed ]
5 [ req=up --> movingUp ]
6 [ req=expressUp --> movingUpX ]
7 initial basic : State 0..1
8 [ req=stop --> stopped ]
9 movingUpX : State 0..1
specified in practice. They extracted a collection of patterns12 that occur repeatedly
in these specifications, some of them very complex. The patterns have been named
and given high level syntax (like always ... between ... and ...). These patterns allow
writing specifications more concisely and in an understandable fashion. The patterns
can be directly translated to temporal constraints by the language compiler. Inspired
by this highly influential work, and extensive experience of others that the patterns
are indeed useful, we have incorporated the patterns directly into Clafer. This is just
a syntactic sugar exercise, as Clafer’s semantics is implemented in LTL (see section 5).
As can be seen in the above example, the syntax of patterns aligns very well with the
syntax of other constraints. We delegate the interested reader to the original paper
of Dwyer et al. and to their online collection of patterns for more details, including
mappings to the temporal logics.
4.3 Superimposed Variability Patterns in Behavioural Modeling
Variability in product line models influences not only the selection of components,
but also particular functional behaviours. We now consider superimposed-variability
patterns [18] to achieve control over behaviour driven by selection of features. The
superimposed variability (as opposed to modular variability) means that all variants
of a model (system) are contained in a single amalgamated description. Probably the
earliest form of superimposed variability was the use of conditional compilation in C,
with the help of pre-processor macros. Superimposition is most-often achieved using
some form of presence conditions [18] attached to model elements (here to clafers).
We first consider the alphabet variability pattern [48]. The idea is to control the
variability in behaviour by placing presence conditions on communication channels,
enforcing or forbidding certain communication depending on features. For example
the express feature enables or disables the expressUp request. In general, if we
12 The specification patterns for LTL can be found at http://patterns.projects.cs.ksu.edu/
documentation/patterns/ltl.shtml, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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see the model as an automaton over large possibly unbounded state-space, we are
manipulating the alphabet of this automaton by selecting features [48].
We shall implement the express feature introduced in figure 1. We first introduce
an optional user request expressUp (listing 4, line 1). When the feature express is
present in the system, a user request expressUp causes the window to close entirely
(unless the down button is pressed). We model this new behaviour by refining the
state movingUp into two sub-states: basic and movingUpX, see listing 4.
When the window is movingUp it can still switch to the movingDown mode as
previously, when the down request is received (line 3). Similarly it stops in the closed
mode, when endOfTravel is detected. If the request received is up in movingUp state
(line 5), it will still continue in movingUp state, which indicates totality of transitions.
When the moving up movement is activated the machine initially enters the basic
mode. In this mode, it is possible to stop, as it was possible previously (line. 8). When
the request expressUp is received, the controller enters the movingUpX state, in
which the stop commands are ignored until the window closes or a down request is
received.
The new behaviour shall only be available, if the feature express is present. The
most basic and the coarsest way to control the behaviour is to limit the existence of
the request expressUp to systems in which this feature is implemented [70]:
[ one WinFeatures.express <=> one expressUp ] Clafer
In more refined scenarios, it might be necessary to introduce variation not just at
the level of alphabet, but for individual transitions, in the style of feature transition
systems [16]. We realize this by including presence conditions on static (final) features
in transition guards, the so called transition variability. For instance the transition
from line 7 could have been written as follows, to ensure that it only executes when
the express feature is selected:
[ basic -[express && req=expressUp]-> movingUpX ] Clafer
The transition variability pattern allows for finer control of behaviour than alphabet
variability. In both cases, we have followed the same principle for relating feature
models to behaviour, by simply using constraints. Observe that Clafer has no first-class
constructs aiming at mapping features to behaviours as seen in other languages, yet
modeling these mappings is direct and concise. Moreover we obtain a direct semantic
integration of feature modeling, structural modeling and variability modeling as all
these aspects are parts of the same model expressed in the same language. This is in
contrast to orthogonal variability modeling languages (like CVL), which only relate
variability to syntax of the base language, and unlike CVL and UML, which both
express these aspects in several notations.
4.4 Architectural Variability Patterns in Behavioural Modeling
Traditionally in object-oriented systems, variability is not realized using presence
conditions (or not only using presence conditions), but using suitable architectural
mechanisms, including inheritance and design patterns. These are also the primary
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Listing 5 Using inheritance
1 WinCtrWithContChime : WinController 0..1 Clafer
2 chime : Port 0..1
3 [ movingUpX <=> chime ]
4 WinCtrWithChime : WinController 0..1
5 chime : Port 0..1
6 [ no movingUpX => no chime ]
7 [ chime --> no chime ]
8 [ (no chime && movingUpX) --> (movingUpX => chime) ]
Listing 6 Using a strategy pattern
1 abstract ChimingStrategy Clafer
2 active : State 0..1
3 audible : State 0..1
4 NoChiming : ChimingStrategy 1..1
5 [ not audible ]
6 Continuous : ChimingStrategy 1..1
7 [ active => audible ]
8 Intermittent : ChimingStrategy 1..1
9 [ audible --> not audible ]
10 [ not audible --> (active => audible) ]
11 WinControllerStrategy : WinController 0..1
12 chime : Port 0..1
13 strategy -> ChimingStrategy 1..1
14 [ strategy.active <=> movingUpX ]
15 [ strategy.active.audible <=> chime ]
variability mechanisms in architectural design languages, including AADL and EAST-
ADL. In this section, we show how these mechanisms can be exploited for modeling
variability for functional behaviour in Clafer.
We add a new (hypothetical) functionality to our system, namely, that whenever the
window is being closed in the automatic express mode, a chime signal is being emitted
to warn the users. We will consider two versions of this functionality: one when
chiming is continuous (just a long beep), and one when chiming is pulsing. We will
now realize this using an inheritance-based-variability pattern. The two variants of the
functionality will be modeled in two different refinements of the window controller
clafer. The proposal is presented in listing 5. In lines 1–3 wemodel the first functionality.
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We add the (output) port chime to the extended controller, and a constraint stating
that this port is active whenever the window is in the state movingUpX. The second
functionality, pulsing, is modeled in lines 4–9. Again the port for controlling the sound
is added, followed by three constraints. The first states that when the window is
not in the state movingUpX, chiming is inactive. The second states that if chime is
active now, then it is inactive in the next state (creating the pulsing effect). The third
constraint says that if the chime port is inactive and we are in state movingUpX, then
chiming should become active in the next state, but only if we remain in the state
movingUpX.
Since our system only has one controller (see figure 2a, line 4) and both its refine-
ments are optional, we have three possible variants of the system: without chime,
with continuous chime, and with pulsing chime. We could relate these variants to a
suitable sub-feature of express using a constraint, as shown before.
Similarly, listing 6, shows an instance of the strategy pattern implementing the
same variability. We first define an abstract type for chiming strategies. Each of the
strategies will have two state variables, one modeling when the sound is audible, and
the other when the strategy is active. By simply nesting audible under active, we
ensure that the strategy can only be audible when it is active (an instance of a clafer
cannot exist without an instance of its parent clafer). Then we define three strategies
for chiming. The first one, corresponding to the lack of chiming, like in the original
WinController, basically states that the sound is never audible. The second one,
Continous, is audible always when active. The third one, Intermittent, alternates
between audible and inaudible, like WinCtrWithChime in the previous example. In
the bottom of the figure, we show how the WinController is extended to interface
to the strategies. We add a chime port, but now followed also by a reference to the
current chiming strategy (line 13). The last two lines link the strategy interface to the
controller interface: the first stating that the strategy is active, whenever the window
is movingUpX (line 14), the second stating that chiming port is activated whenever
the strategy decides that the sound should be audible (line 15). Like previously, choice
of the strategy could be linked to a feature using constraints; which we elide.
4.5 Scenario Modeling Using a Pattern Based on Assertions
Importance of modeling scenarios of system executions is widely recognized. In UML,
scenarios are expressed using sequence diagrams. Scenarios have many applications:
they can be used to explicate user requirements (as in behaviour-driven design), or to
express test executions on the system, or simply as examples leading to understanding
systems functionality [6], finally they can be used to verify systems for simple liveness,
safety and reachability properties.
In Clafer, scenarios are modeled as assertion constraints that are checked for con-
sistency with the rest of the model, as opposed to being enforced on all executions
of the model. This way a very strong constraint can be checked, for instance that a
state is reachable, without limiting all executions to satisfy this constraint (necessarily
reach this state). We use assertions like tests (to check if things work as foreseen)
and constraints as specifications (to say how things must behave). For instance the
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following scenario (assertion) says that it is possible in our model to go from closed
to open state via the partlyOpen state:
assert [ sometime closed -->> partlyOpen -->> open ] Clafer
The sometime quantifier is taken from Dwyer’s property patterns [25]. The double-
head arrow, is another transition constraint in Clafer, similar to -->, but not enforcing
that the move will happen in the next time epoch, only that it will eventually happen.
The above assertion holds (evaluates to true) if there exists an execution from the initial
state that reaches a state where closed holds, and then in the future another state
where partlyOpen holds, and eventually a state where open holds. If we omitted the
assert keyword, and interpreted the same expression as a constraint, we would limit
all executions of the model to go through the states—effectively removing executions
where the window remains closed indefinitely from the semantics of the model.
Since scenarios in Clafer are just assertions admitting the entire constraint language,
more complex consistencies can be checked. Negative scenarios are often useful for
expressing simple safety properties. In case of the window for instance, we can check
whether it is impossible that the user requests to open the window, and the window
remains closed in the next step:
assert [ never req = down --> closed ] Clafer
Or a simple safety invariant that it is not possible for the window to be closed and
continue sending the move up command (which would burn the motor).
assert [ never closed && cmd=motorUp ] Clafer
Both positive and negative scenarios (along with tools that can check them against the
model) are extremely instrumental in debugging models. Observe that since Clafer
contains LTL in its language of constraints, scenario checking contains model-checking
of LTL on Clafer models. To model check property ϕ, add the following assertion to
the model: assert [ never ¬ϕ ].
4.6 Summary
In this section, we demonstrated various modeling idioms that can be used to model
structure and behaviour of systems with variability. In addition to rich structural
modeling capabilities as demonstrated before [4, 54, 62, 63], the bahaviour can be
modeled as automata, as a set of properties, and as a set of scenarios, or all of them
combined. We demonstrated alphabet variability, transition variability, and variability
using inheritance and strategy patterns.
All of these modeling styles and idioms are supported by the basic yet universal
modeling capabilities of Clafer: abstract, concrete, initial, and final clafers, nesting,
inheritance, references, clafer multiplicity and group cardinality, top-level and nested
constraints, assertions. We enriched the constraint language with temporal operators,
property patterns, and syntactic sugar for unguarded and guarded “next-step” and
“eventually” transitions.
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Figure 5 Informal illustrations of selected semantic rules
5 The Formal Core of Clafer
We now define the core sub-language of Clafer. The core sub-language is not a technical
component of the language, but an abstract methodological device—we select it from
full Clafer purely for the purpose of this paper, as formally defining the entire language
is impossible in a research paper (it would be too long and too boring for the reader).
We carefully select a part of the language that has all the key ingredients allowing to
explain how structure, behaviour, and the constraint language are interacting in the
model execution. For the sake of brevity, we will assume that all clafers have super
types, all constraints are written at the top level and use only basic first order and
LTL operators. A more informal discussion of other aspects of the language can be
found in section 6.
Let C be an infinite universe of discrete entities called clafers, and let Sing ∈ C be
a designated clafer. Sing, for single or singleton, will serve as a default, invisible in
concrete syntax, root of all models, akin to document root in many other modeling
languages. We comment on the meaning of the individual points under the definition.
The asterisk in superscript of a binary relation denotes a reflexive transitive closure of
the relation (for instance_∗ below).
Definition 1 (Clafer Model) A tuple M = (C,A,→, cmult,gcard,_, ♦→ , constr) is a
Clafer model, where
1. C ⊆ C is a set of clafers and Sing ∈ C,
2. A ⊆ C is a set of abstract clafers, and Sing /∈ A; clafers in C\A are concrete.
3. (→) : C ,→ C is a partial function specifying references,
4. (♦→ ) : C \ {Sing} → C is a total mapping from clafers to parents, defining a tree
rooted in Sing. We write c1 ♦→ c2 if (♦→ )(c2) = c1,
5. (_) ⊆ (A×A)∪ ((C \A)×C) is an acyclic generalization relation,
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6. If super type is nested, then it must be nested under super type of parent: for all clafers
c1, c2, c3, c4 if c2 6= Sing∧ c4_∗ c2 and c3 ♦→ c4 ∧ c1 ♦→ c2 then c3_∗ c1 (figure 5a),
7. cmult: C 7→ 2N maps clafers to multiplicity constraints and cmult(Sing)={1},
8. gcard: C 7→ 2N is a total mapping to group cardinality constraints; gcard(Sing)=N,
9. constr ⊆ Ψ[C] is a set of global constraints.
The first point of the above definition establishes a universe of clafers (simple type
tags), with a distinguished root Sing. All other clafers will be reachable from Sing by
navigation. We distinguish abstract and concrete clafers, analogically to abstract and
concrete classes. Sing is required to be concrete (point 2). The→ arrow represents
the reference relation (point 3). It is partial because not all clafers are required to
have the reference arrow. References relate clafers to clafers; analogically to how in
object-oriented languages, say Ecore, references relate classes to classes. The ♦→
arrow (point 4) maps clafers to parent clafers containing them. Since Sing has no
parent, the map is not defined for it, but it is total on the complement of Sing. This
relation is required to be acyclic to a form a single tree, like a syntax tree of a program,
or an element tree of a model.
The_ arrow (point 5) is the relation defining the generalization relation (a transpo-
sition of the inheritance relation). Abstract clafers are only allowed to be generalized
by abstract clafers, while concrete clafers can be generalized by either abstract or
concrete clafers. This is stricter than in, for instance, Java where abstract classes can
inherit from concrete classes. The difference is primarily caused by lack of operations
in Clafer, so there is no way to add an element of abstraction to a concrete clafer by
extending it. This restriction does not appear fundamental though, and it might be
lifted in the future. Point 6 captures the condition allowing simultaneous covariant
refinement/generalization of nested clafers and their parents. See figure 5a for a
visualization of this property. Contravariant refinement of nested clafers is presently
not supported.
The final part of definition associates constraints with clafers: clafer multiplicity
constraints (point 7), group cardinality constraints (point 8) and global constraints
(point 9). In the abstract formalization, the clafer and group constraints are modeled
as simple subsets of natural numbers, with the natural correspondence to the interval
syntax used in the previous sections: an interval of naturals [a; b]∩N represents the
constraint a..b. Sing will only have a single instance, so its clafer cardinality is 1. As
Sing contains all top-level clafers, its group cardinality is all natural numbers—this
allows to capture models of arbitrary size in the semantics. The careful reader has
noticed that the global constraints are indeed global (point 9), not nested under clafers
like in preceding sections. This yields no loss of generality. In section 6 we explain
how nested constraints can be translated to global constraints without changing
the intended semantics. The global constraints (point 9) Ψ[C] are written using the
following grammar:
ψ ::= true
 all x : e|ψ  let x : e|ψ  e in e  notψ  ψ⊕ψ  Xψ  ψ1 Uψ2
e ::= c
 x  e.e  e.dref  e.parent
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where c ranges over clafers in C and x over variables names (not in C). Constraints
ψ are build of: the literal true, universal quantification, let bindings, set inclusion,
negation, propositional connectives ⊕, and temporal path expressions of the linear
temporal logics (LTL). Expressions (e) consist of clafer names, variables references,
navigation expressions, dereferencing expression, and parent navigation.
The dereferencing expression (e.dref) follows the reference arrow from all clafer
instances resulting from evaluating e. This yields the set of the target instances of
reference arrows. The parent navigation expression (e.parent) follows the contain-
ment arrow ♦→upwards, so given a set of clafer instances resulting from computing e
gives a set of clafer instances that are their parents in the containment hierarchy.
In the following, we assume that all identifiers in a model are unique, all variables
in constraints must be bound in quantifier expressions or in let-bindings. These are
not fundamental restrictions, but only introduced here for simplicity of presentation.
Let I be an infinite universe of clafer instances with a designated instance sing ∈ I
and Π be the infinite set of model instances. We now define a model instance:
Definition 2 (Model Instance) A model instance pi is a tuple (I,L,) where
I ⊆ I is a set of clafer instances with sing ∈ I
L : I ,→ I is a partial function representing links between instances,
() : I \ {sing} → I is a total mapping from instances to parents, which defines a tree
rooted in sing. We write i1i2 if i1 is the parent of i2, so ()(i2) = i1.
Types in Clafer are time-independent: same instance is always typed by the same clafer
(static typing). The instance typing relation ity is a subset of I×C with ity(sing,Sing):
ity links a clafer instance with its type (a clafer), and in particular it links sing with
Sing. Given a model, we generalize typing of instances by composing it with the
reflexive transitive closure of the generalization relation (_∗):
ity∗ ::= (_∗) ◦ (ity) ⊆ I×C
Basically, the ity∗ relation links an instance not only to its direct clafer, but also all
clafers that generalize it in the inheritance hierarchy. As a result the ity relation is a
function (maps an instance to a single value), while ity∗is multivalued if inheritance
is used.
We shall now specify what does it mean for an instance to satisfy a model (we
comment on the key aspects of the definition subsequently):
Definition 3 (Structural Satisfaction) Given an instance pi and a modelM defined
as above, we say that pi satisfiesM , pi |=M , if the following hold:
1. Abstract clafers have no direct instances: for i ∈ I, c ∈ C with ity(i, c) also c 6∈ A,
2. Parent relation of instances is well typed: whenever i1i2 then there exists clafers
c1, c2 ∈ C such that ity∗(i1, c1) and ity∗(i2, c2) and c1 ♦→ c2 (figure 5b).
3. Links are well typed by references: for any link L(i1) = i2 there exist clafers c1, c2 ∈ C
such that ity∗(i1, c1) and ity∗(i2, c2) and c1 → c2.
4. Link map is locally injective: for all clafers c1 ♦→ c2 and instances i1, i2, i3 ∈ I if
ity∗(i1, c1), ity∗(i2, c2), ity∗(i3, c2) and i1i2, i1i3 then L(i2) 6= L(i3) (figure 5c).
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5. Every instance satisfies its clafer’s multiplicity constraint: for every pair of clafers c1,
c2 ∈ C such that c1 ♦→ c2 and for every clafer instance i1 ∈ I such that ity∗(i1, c1) we
have that
{i2 | i1i2 and ity∗(i2, c2)} ∈ cmult(c2), (figure 5d).
6. Children satisfy parent’s group constraint: for each instance i1 ∈ I, clafer c1 ∈ C if
ity∗(i1, c1) have
{ i2 ∈ I | ∃c2. c1 ♦→ c2 ∧ ity∗(i2, c2)∧ i1i2} ∈ gcard (c1) (figure 5e).
The definition largely follows semantic models for class diagrams (see for instance
Fahrenberg, Acher, Legay, and Wąsowski [26]), with few Clafer specific aspects. We
first (item 1) ensure that abstract clafers (like abstract classes) cannot be instantiated
directly. Specifically, the relation ity(c, ·) denotes all direct instances of clafer c without
instances of inheriting types. Second, there must exist a type mapping from links in
the instance graph into references in the type graph, preserving types of endpoints
(item 2–item 3). The main difference from class diagrams is that all links of an instance
are a single set in Clafer (L(i) )—they are directly identified by an instance, unlike in
class diagrams where multiple link sets may be held in a link, so they are generally
maps from association names. The item 5th item forces links to follow multiplicity
constraints—this is not substantially different from class diagrams.
The fourth item in the definition is the construct that enables removing named
references from Clafer, but allows using nested clafers as reference names (reification
of associations in UML terms): if two instances are nested under the same parent
instance, they are not allowed to point (using L(·)) to the same target instance. This
basically makes nested instances to become links for practical purposes: an instance
identifies the source (the parent instance) and target it points to, like a link. Finally,
the last item ensures that instances nested under a clafer instance must fulfill the
cardinality constraint of its parent. This aspect is lifted from the semantics of the
feature models (see a simple formulation in our prior work [21]).
We continue to give semantics to Clafer expressions (used mostly to formulate
constraints). An environment " maps variables to pairs of clafer instances and model
instances, [] denotes an empty environment, an "†[x 7→ y] represents an environment
obtained from " by binding a variable x to y, where y ⊆ I×Π is a set of pairs of clafer
instances and model instances. Given a Clafer model, the semantics of expression e in
an environment " contains pairs, each pair (i,pi) ∈ [ e] ",pi consists of a clafer instance
and a model instance.
[ c ] ",pi = {(i,pi) | i ∈ Ipi ∧ ity∗(i, c)}
[ x ] ",pi = "[x]
[ e1.e2 ] ",pi = {(i2,pi′) ∈ [ e2 ] ",pi | ∃i1 ∈ Ipi′ such that i1 pi′ i2 ∧ (i1,pi′) ∈ [ e1 ] ",pi}
[ e.dref] ",pi = { (i2,pi′) | ∃ (i1,pi′) ∈ [ e] ",pi and Lpi′(i1) = i2}
[ e.parent] ",pi= { (i1,pi′) | ∃ (i2,pi′) ∈ [ e] ",pi and i1pi′ i2}
We discuss the above definition of the expression language line-by-line. First, any
clafer name c (interpreted in the context of a model instance pi and expression
variables environment ") denotes all instances of clafer c in model instance pi. This
is akin to OCL’s allInstances operator, albeit using much less syntax. The clafer
instances in the computed set, in this case, and all the later cases, are paired with the
model instances for technical reasons (it allows to define the semantics slightly more
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compositionally). The reader may wonder why the semantics of expressions is given
without any direct reference to the model—there is a reference indeed, although
somewhat subtle: recall that the ity∗ semantic operator consults the model hierarchy
definition to check the inheritance hierarchy.
A constraint variable x (that would typically be introduced by a quantifier or a let
expression) denotes the set bound to it in the current environment ". The environments
are not build in the set-expression language, but in the constraint language (below).
The dot operation is used for navigation. The navigation restricts the set of all
clafer instances designated by e2 to only those that are nested under instances of
clafers designated under e2. Thus navigation, like in Alloy, is a relational join operator
that computes an image of the parent-child relation. Here, the  operator makes
an implicit reference to the model again, indirectly achieved by structural semantics
in definition 3 requiring that instances are only nested under parents of appropriate
type.
The dref operation allows to navigate along the reference link (as opposed to
navigating down the nesting hierarchy, like the usual dot does). The parent name
designates navigation upwards in the nest hierarchy (as opposed to the dot alone that
navigates downwards).
A trace is an infinite sequence of model instances: σ = pi0,pi1, . . . ; we write σ j =
pi j ,pi j+1, . . . for a suffix starting at jth position in σ, and σ[k] = pik for a specific
instance (pik) at kth position from the head. In particular σ
1 always denotes a tail of
trace, σ[0] always denotes the head of trace σ, and σ j[0] denotes the head of the
suffix of σ, which starts at the jth position.
With the semantics of set expressions in place we can now write the semantics
of constraints (that are Boolean predicates). See definition 4. The definition follows
the work of Abadi [1], who has shown how to combine linear temporal logics (LTL)
with first order logics. The atomic expressions in the logics are constant true and
set predicates (membership and inclusion both achieved using the in operator).
The predicates use the semantics of set expressions defined above. Observe that the
semantics of all introduces a new variable x into the variable environment (that we
used to interpret the set expressions before). Note that other quantifiers (herunder
no, and some) can be derived using negation and all. The special quantifiers one
(exactly one) and lone (at most one) can be defined using the set cardinality operator
(not shown in this section). A key difference from the standard result of Abadi, is
inclusion of the let construct that allows to bind a name to a set of clafer instances at
a particular time. This provides an easier way to name and refer to structures across
time epochs than with just using first order quantifiers.
The last four cases are standard in LTL semantics definitions. In particular the last
two lines define the core temporal part of clafer using the next operator (X) that
constraints the configuration of instances in the next state, and the until operator
(U) which restricts all the states from now until a condition is met. Their formal-
ization is standard, as defined by Pnueli [57]. These two operators are sufficient to
derive the entire LTL as syntactic sugar, and further extensions used in Clafer, such
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as, Dwyer’s property specification patterns (for instance always and never) and
transition constraints (--> ). The ⊕ symbol stands for Boolean connectives.
Definition 4 (Constraint satisfaction) The satisfaction of a constraint ψ in environ-
ment " by a trace σ (written σ," |=ψ) is defined by structural induction:
σ," |= true always holds for each trace σ and environment "
σ," |= all x : e |ψ iff ∀ x¯ ∈ [ e] ",σ[0] . σ," † [x 7→ {( x¯ ,σ[0])}] |=ψ
σ," |= let x= e |ψ iff σ," † x 7→ [ e] ",σ[0] |=ψ
σ," |= e1 in e2 iff {i | ∃pi. (i,pi) ∈ [ e1 ] ",σ[0]} ⊆ {i | ∃. (i,pi) ∈ [ e2 ] ",σ[0]}
σ," |= ¬ψ1 iff σ," |=ψ1 does not hold
σ," |=ψ1 ⊕ψ2 iff (σ," |=ψ1)⊕ (σ," |=ψ2)
σ," |= Xψ iff σ1," |=ψ
σ," |=ψ1 Uψ2 iff (∃k ≥ 0. σk," |=ψ2) ∧ (∀0≤ j < k. σ j ," |=ψ1)
In the following, the model and all model instances in a trace are as defined in defini-
tion 1–definition 2. We index constituents of the jth element of a trace σ by j, so for
instance I j denotes the set of clafer instances of the model instance σ[ j].
Definition 5 (Trace Satisfaction) A trace σ satisfies a modelM iff
1. All instances satisfy the model structurally: ∀ j ≥ 0.σ[ j] |=M as per definition 3
2. Instances that disappeared cannot reappear: if i∈ I j ∧ i /∈ I j+1 then ∀l> j. i /∈ I j
3. A clafer instance can not change parent: for each snapshot j ≥ 0 if i1, i2 ∈ I j and
i1 j i2 then i1 j+1i2 or i2 /∈ I j+1.
4. All constraints must be satisfied as in definition 4: σ, [] |=ψ for each ψ ∈ constr.
The first point of the above definition ensures that the evolution of instances obeys the
main structure of the model hierarchy, while the last point ensures that it obeys all
the first order (extra) constraints. Both structure and extra constraints are invariant
along the trace. The two middle items simplify the evolution of the behavior regarding
clafer identity (cannot reappear) and nesting (cannot change parent).
We decided that clafer instances cannot change parents during execution not only
because this simplifies the language mechanics, but also because this is a standard
choice for direct aggregation in most languages. For instance, this is the case with
black-diamond nesting in the UML class diagrams, or with struct and class member
nesting in C++. (Incidentally, in Java, objects can change parents, because all nesting
is done by references. This is consistent with our choice that reference targets can
change at runtime in Clafer. Strictly speaking, in Java there is no way to nest objects,
but only to nest references, and references cannot change parents in Java, again
consistently with our definition of Clafer nesting.)
6 Design and Implementation
This section discusses the basic language constructs, syntactic sugar, and implementa-
tion details of Clafer, primarily focussing on behavioural aspects. It explains how the
semantic core is used to scaffold a richer language.
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6.1 Defaults and syntactic sugar
The models presented so far relied on a few defaults and syntactic extensions, that
were not included in the core semantics of the previous section. We present all these
extensions as syntactic sugar. We use the following EBNF conventions when presenting
concrete syntax: terminal symbols (keywords, operators) are written in quotes (""),
optional elements in square brackets [ ], and repeating elements in curly brackets
{}. Whenever we use indentation in a piece of grammar, we mean that an increase
of indentation in concrete syntax is required in the corresponding location. We also
remark that more details about structural aspects of Clafer can be found in [4].
Clafer’s concrete syntax defines only two categories: clafer declarations and con-
straints.13 Only the clafer name is required in a clafer declaration, the other parts are
optional. All the components are listed in the following grammar scheme:14
["abstract"] ["final"] ["initial"] [gcard] name [super] grammar scheme
[reference] [cmult] [init]
{ nested declaration }
By default, a clafer is not abstract, not final, and not initial. Default group cardinality
is 0..∗; the default super clafer is clafer (a specially designated clafer); and no type
is referenced by default. The default multiplicity is 1..1 for clafers whose parent have
group cardinality 0..∗, and 0..1 otherwise. Cardinality and multiplicity are specified
by an interval n..m or n..∗, with keywords abbreviating commonly used cases: xor
for 1..1, or for 1..∗, and mux for 0..1 for groups, and ? for 0..1, ∗ for 0..∗, and
+ for 1..∗ for clafer multiplicities. The super-clafer is written as colon followed by a
name. The reference syntax is -> name followed by a name if referencing a set, and
->> name, when referencing a bag. Initializer allows setting value of the reference
to a given expression: constant = exp and default := exp. Nested declarations are
indented.
The syntax of constraints is:
context grammar scheme
[ assert ]"[ " ϕ("this") "]"
where the context is either empty (for a top-level, unindented constraint) or it is a
clafer declaration. The actual constraint ϕ can refer to any clafer names in the model,
including the special identifier this, which indicates an instance of the context. Sing
is the context for toplevel Clafers.
By default a constraint is not an assertion but a part of the model. This means that
the constraint limits what are legal instance (for instance for the instance generator,
13 There exists the third category: optimization objectives, which we do not consider in this
work. Static Clafer models can be multi-objectively optimized to find a Pareto front of
non-dominated model instances given a set of optimization objectives [54, 62, 63].
14 The implementations of concrete syntax uses white-space sensitive grammar in the style of
Python and Haskell to make the use of braces optional.
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trace generator or configurator). This can be changed by prefixing the constraint with
assert. Then the constraint is checked by the compiler, and an error is reported if it
is inconsistent with the model. Assertions do not have to be consistent between each
other. They are used to test and debug models.
The core language assumes all constraints to be top-level; however, in our examples
we nested the constraints under clafers. Every nested constraint can be lifted into
top-level by adding explicit quantification over the instances of context clafers. For
example, the constraint nested under B on line 3 below is lifted one level up in line 4
and to top-level in line 5 as follows:
1 A 2..5 grammar scheme
2 B ∗
3 [ ϕ("this") ]
4 [ G(all b : this.B | ϕ(b/this)) ]
5 [ G( all a : this.A | G(all b : a.B | b => ϕ(b/this))) ]
Lifting a constraint a level up in the hierarchy means that it holds for all instances
of its context clafer (thus the all quantification above) and as long as they exist,
hence we add the LTL quantifier globally (G) above. The notation b/this means a
substitution of all occurrences of this by b. Above, the constraint from line 3 is first
lifted to the context of A (line 4) and then again to the top-level context (line 5). After
this is done the top-level this is replaced by Sing, which brings us to constraints of
the previous section (not using the this keyword). To keep the language compatible
with structural Clafer, top-level constraints that have not been lifted are preceded by
the LTL quantifier G.
The above globalization rewrite allows to derive semantics (and implementation)
of Clafer from the core language presented before. In practice, the compiler does not
directly use the globalization for performance reasons, but resorts to an equivalent
encoding that maintains the information about nesting of constraints. This helps the
performance of CSP and SAT solvers used in the back-end.
The Clafer constraint language takes major influence from Alloy [42]. It supports
negation (!), conjunction (&&), and disjunction (||) of Boolean expressions. For set
operators, Clafer supports set union (++ and , (syntactic sugar)), difference (--),
intersection (∗∗), relational join (.) and subset (in). Set equality is de-sugared into
two-way set inclusion. Borrowed from Alloy, Clafer also supports first-order logic
quantifiers: all (∀), some (∃), no (none), lone (less than one), and one (∃!). The
quantifier some is added by default allowing for concisely asserting the presence of
clafers: e.g., [ chime ] is de-sugared to [ some chime ].
Navigating in the hierarchy of clafers is performed using the join operator (.). In our
examples, we could simply refer to clafer names by taking advantage of the compiler’s
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built-in name resolution mechanism.15 For example, in listing 3, line 7, the name
req is resolved to a path this.parent.parent.req, and the name movingDown is
resolved to this.parent.movingDown.
The behavioural language supports the basic LTL operators: G (globally), F (even-
tually), X (next), U (until), and W (weak until), all of which are obtained from the
basic next (X) and until (U) in the standard way. Temporal operators initially
and finally respectively indicate the first snapshot in which an instance of the
context clafer has appeared and the last time moment before it disappeared. They are
de-sugared as follows, before being lifted to top-level: schema rewrite
"[ initially"ϕ("this")"]"   "[ (no this && X this) => X"ϕ("this")"]"
"[ finally"ϕ("this")"]"   "[ (this && X no this) => "ϕ("this")"]"
A condition ϕ holds initially for the context clafer this (first rewrite, left) if whenever
the this clafer appears, so first does not exist in a state and then exists in the following
state (right), the property ϕ holds in the next state (in the first epoch when this
appears). For top-level constraints, initially simply prevents adding the default
G (mentioned above). A property ϕ holds finally, whenever it holds in the very last
epoch in which the context clafer this existed (the second rewrite).
The unguarded next-step transition P --> R and multi-step transition P -->> R
are de-sugared as follows:
schema rewrite
"[ "ϕ"--> "ψ"]"   "[ "ϕ"=> X"ψ"]"
"[ "ϕ"-->> "ψ"]"   "[ "ϕ"=> (this &&"ϕ") U"ψ"]"
The meaning of a strong, next-step, transition arrow (-->) is thus: If precondition
ϕ holds in a state then the post-condition ψ must hold in the next (X) state. The
obligation is expressed using the implication arrow (=>). The meaning of the weak,
multi-step, transition arrow -->> is captured using the until operator: if the pre-
condition is ϕ is satisfied in a state then it must continue to be satisfied until the
post-condition ψ is eventually satisfied. Also the context clafer (the source clafer)
has to continue to exist until the post-condition is satisfied. The -->> transition is
inevitable, but its timing is not restricted.
After de-sugaring, the constraints are lifted up in the hierarchy as described earlier.
This makes sure that they are only active when the instance of the context clafer (often
representing a state) is present. Since writing guard conditions on transitions is a
common pattern in modeling, an alternative syntax allows placing a condition on the
arrow operator, as in: ϕ -[ γ ]-> ψ. The guarded next step transition P -[Q]-> R
and the guarded multi-step transition P -[Q]->> R are de-sugared as follows:
schema rewrite
"[ "ϕ"-["γ"]-> "ψ"]"   "[ "ϕ"&&"γ"=> X"ψ"]"
"[ "ϕ"-["γ"]->> "ψ"]"   "[ "ϕ"&&"γ"=> (this &&"ϕ") U"ψ"]"
15 Name resolution is a convenience mechanism inherited from an earlier version of Clafer. We
refer the reader to prior work [4] for the details, as it has no bearing on the present contri-
bution. In short, it allows to use unqualified clafer names as long as they are unambiguous.
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Note that in both cases, the meaning is equivalent to the unguarded patterns with
the precondition strengthened to be ϕ ∧ γ. In Clafer, the arrow guard is mostly to be
used as a readability device: the intention is to use ϕ to constraint what is the legal
source state configuration, and to use γ to add additional conditions (for instance, a
dependency on feature configuration).
If a clafer c is qualified as initial, then a constraint [ initially c ] is added
to its parent’s constraints. The modifier final is expanded to the following constraint:
C Clafer
final D  
C Clafer
D
[ let di = this.d | X (di = this.d) ]
6.2 Implementation
The release 0.5.0 of the Clafer compiler (https://github.com/gsdlab/clafer/tree/0.5.0)
is capable of compiling both static and dynamic models. For static models, the compiler
generates input for two back-end reasoners: Alloy and Choco4. For dynamic models,
the official compiler can output de-sugared models and generate HTML output for
publishing. An experimental generator of Alloy input is also included in the release.
The parser is generated from the extended grammar definition.16 De-sugaring and
HTML generation are implemented manually.
We modified the Clafer-to-Alloy compiler to enable trace generation by bounded
checking of consistency of temporal constraints using Alloy Analyzer. Thus, even
though the semantics of the language presented in section 5 is over unbounded traces,
the implementation uses a bounded state-space. The encoding [12] is able to find finite
witnesses for some temporal properties over infinite traces. We rely on an encoding
proposed by Cunha [17], applying the local state idiom, that is, adding the time index
as the last column of all mutable relations. We have extended Cunha’s encoding to
account for the hierarchical nature of Clafer. Cunha considers all Alloy relations as
immutable, besides the relations in the global and local state idioms. In Clafer, on the
other hand, only the top-level concrete final clafers (and their direct final descendants)
are truly immutable. Final clafers nested under non-final clafers are immutable only
as long as the instance of their context clafer exists, so they need to be extended with
a temporal dimension like all other mutable relations. As a result of executing the
Alloy’s run command we obtain an instance which contains a single execution trace,
if such exists.
16 https://github.com/gsdlab/clafer/blob/0.5.0/src/clafer.cf, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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7 Evaluation
We conduct qualitative evaluation of behavioural Clafer by contrasting it with four
modeling languages: Live Sequence Charts, SysML, AADL, and Temporal OCL. We
aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Does Clafer offer distinct advantages over other languages regarding modeling
structural variability and behavioural variability?
RQ2 What kind of tooling is possible for Clafer given its semantics model vs what kind of
tools are possible for other modeling languages in this space?
RQ3 Does Clafer offer distinct advantages to language implementers comparing to other
modeling languages in this space?
Obviously, despite a rather binary yes/no formulation of the above questions the answer
to them is quite nuanced. In the analysis we will observe a number of advantages
of Clafer, but also a number of weaknesses against distinct features of competing
languages. Consequently, an indirect goal of this evaluation exercise is to establish a
foundation in the next step of the evolution of Clafer, and to inspire designers of new
modeling languages.
Subject selection All languages selected for comparison are general purpose model-
ing languages, and cover a broad range of vertical domains. They do differ widely in
their semantic foundations. Initially, we identified languages that are close in nature to
Clafer: they allow modeling evolution of structures (Temporal OCL), and modeling of
behavioural scenarios (Live Sequence Charts). We then broadened to languages that
combine structure and behaviour with some support for use case feature modeling,
structural modeling of components, scenarios, trace generation (SysML, AADL).
We have deliberately not selected any modular variability modeling languages
such as FORML [66] and Delta modeling [64] for this comparison. These languages
take very different approach to handling variability, by maintaining modular feature
descriptions—a system model is composed of modules representing features. The
modular approaches are much less popular than amalgamated approaches (where
Clafer, and the comparison subjects belong). While the debate of the trade-off between
modular and amalgamated variability modeling languages is clearly not over, we
decided against studying it in this paper. Studying the trade-off deserves a well
designed study of itself, and could not be given justice as a short part in this already
long paper. Importantly, any comparison with FORML and Delta modeling, would
teach us more about the trade-off than about the advantages of Clafer.
There are also more prosaic reasons for this selection. To our best knowledge,
FORML does not support scenario modeling. Delta modeling is a method for handling
variability on top of existing languages. To cover the scope of the evaluation (structure,
behavior, scenarios, constraints), we would need to develop something akin to Delta-
UML and evaluate this creation. To the best of our knowledge, a Delta extension
of UML does not exist (the closest option is Delta-Simulink [35], with very limited
support for structural modeling using block diagrams).
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Method We follow the case study method, inspired by the idea of chrestomathy [65],
where the same case task is solved in multiple languages. The group of authors has
analyzed qualitatively the following four aspects of each of the languages used:
Structural variability (RQ1): The ability of each language to model variability in the
architecture, ease of integration with external variability models, and also the
process of generating concrete variants.
Behavioural variability (RQ1): The ability of each language to model variability in sys-
tem’s dynamics. We use the behavioural variability patterns (such as alphabet
variability, transition variability) presented above in the paper, and evaluate the
support the languages provide for each of these patterns.
Tool support for language users (RQ2): We report what kinds of tools exist, and what
tools are potentially possible, that would make it easier and more effective to use
the language, for instance visualization, consistency checking, etc.
Support for language implementers (RQ3): The aspects relevant for developers of tools
for the language, such as small specification size, support for integrating disparate
model views (structure, behaviour, variability), etc.
Language comparisons are prone to bias and opinion. We wanted to make the discus-
sion possibly systematic and set the same frame of reference for all the subjects. In
order to answer RQ1, we used the power window case study to create models in each
of these languages, capturing aspects of structure, behaviour, and variability.17 The
modeling was performed by a student in Generative Software Development Lab in
Waterloo (one of the authors), who is well experienced in modeling. We used docu-
mentation, books, and available expertise in the lab, and among authors to inform
and critique the created models, always striving to maintain a positive mode (can
this be modelled better in this language?) during critique sessions. For each of the
used languages we had at least one person, different from the modeller, who was
considered a local expert on the language (defined as a person who used the language
before, in another project). In our experience, enforcing a common process and setup
for all the languages, helped to reduce bias of the discussion.
Arguably, answers to questions RQ2 and RQ3 can only be given in a qualitative and
approximate way, as development of language tools in a controlled experiment is not
feasible for realistic languages. Yet, we believe that these are important questions to
discuss. We use our experience in language design, implementation and in definitions
of formal semantics to judge the potential of tooling when addressing RQ2. For RQ3
we settled on the size of the specification as the most independent reliably computable
metric for a language, shared by all languages. We enrich it with discussion of the
language specific implementation aspects. We are aware of the threats to validity of
both of these discussions, and return to this problem in section 7.6. Of course, the
discussion of tools and implementation effort for already existing languages, already
implemented, and already equipped with tools is somewhat belated. However, we
17Models are available from https://uwaterloo.ca/wise-lab/publications/clafer-lightweight-
modeling-structure-and-behaviour, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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Figure 6 Live Sequence Chart for user-up scenario
hope that the design decisions stand out in this analysis and can influence designers
and implementers of new languages.
The discussion below is organized by the languages and the above dimensions of
analysis. We begin with live sequence charts, then shift to SysML, AADL and Temporal
OCL. For each of the languages, we compare it with Clafer along the above four
dimensions. An executive summary of the comparison along these dimensions is also
shown in table 1.
Independently, of this experiment we also reflect on the design of Clafer and its
features in section 8, which presents a from-within analysis, as opposed to the present
section which takes a from-outside perspective, comparing with other languages.
7.1 Live Sequence Charts
Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) are an extension of Message Sequence Charts (MSC) able
to express existential and universal temporal properties [22]. LSCs have limited
capabilities to model structures, and their classical use case is modeling execution
traces and scenarios (both positive and negative). In contrast to Clafer, LSCs primarily
help designers to specify execution behaviour, without explicit support for modeling
evolution of structures over time. Although the genesis of behavioural Clafer and Live
Sequence Charts seem different, both of these languages can be used to create a
dynamic model with temporal constraints.
We briefly revisit main features of LSCs. To experiment with the languages, we
have created the case study model using the tool PlayGo for LSC creation [38]. The
built-in natural language play-in feature of the tool generates LSCs from the use
case specifications. One such generated LSC is shown in figure 6. The input natural
language use-case is displayed above the diagram in figure 6. The figure also shows
how LSCs impart universal and existential quantifiers to traditional MSCs at each level.
At the topmost level, each chart can either be quantified with universal or existential
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execution. Moreover, figure 6 shows a chart with universal quantification (indicated
by being placed inside a solid-line box), since in this scenario, once the user clicks
the up_button, the execution sequence is valid for all states of the system. Messages
in the chart are also characterized as universal (message of controller sending the up
command) or existential (message showing the user clicking up) through the use of
solid or dotted lines, respectively.
Structural variability (RQ1) The primary objective of live sequence charts was to en-
hance the expressive power of message sequence charts. However, since the semantics
of LSCs are based on top of MSCs, they are much less expressive than a general purpose
modeling language. For instance, LSCs fall short of capturing structural properties
like containment, reference, cardinality, etc., among the participating components. To
mitigate this drawback, LSCs need to be supported by additional structural modeling
language that can capture some of these richer constructs. Clafer, on the other hand,
subsumes the capabilities of LSCs through its ability to model architecture and its
support for rich structural properties. For instance, in our case study, the fact that
the express up button is present only in the case of express feature, can be easily
stated in Clafer using a single line of expression. Whereas, it would be impossible to
capture such a constraint purely in LSCs.
Behavioural variability (RQ1) LSCs, like Clafer, can capture negative scenarios and
variability in behaviour, albeit through additional language constructs. For example,
negative scenarios can be captured with forbid annotation in a chart [52]. Variability
of behaviour can be realized via variation points on transitions, coded as a condition
inside an alternative box. Unfortunately, since LSCs do not have first class support for
features, such conditions might have to rely on a complex reflection mechanism to
check for the presence of a certain feature. Expressing alphabet variability in LSCs is
non-trivial. One can, however, usemonitors as a trigger for a certain chart execution to
capture variability of events. A more general variability appears impossibly to express:
a specification of the form that a sequence of behaviour is present only when a certain
feature (like express in our case) is present, becomes difficult to capture purely in
LSCs.
Tool support for language users (RQ2) LSCs are primarily a graphical language, with
textual support for describing use-case scenarios. This may contribute to lower cog-
nitive load on designers using the language, especially in early stages of learning
it. Although there exists Java API support for creation of LSC models, the benefit of
reducing cognitive load on designers is lost if not relying on the graphical interface of
the PlayGo tool. LSCs support analysis which involves invoking the PlayGo execution
engine. This generate traces of valid execution scenarios in linear time. The PlayGo
tool is feature rich with a built in natural language interpreter, code generation, and
trace analysis. In contrast, the current behavioural Clafer tooling was designed to
offer trace generation and consistency checking; however, it seems that similar tools
could be developed for Clafer, given that LSCs are essentially a semantic subset of
Clafer.
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Support for language implementers (RQ3) Although the language specification is mod-
erate (48 pages), developing tools for LSCs involves significant cost due to the graphical
syntax. Input models would have to be created for UML model profile to be compiled
by the S2A compiler [37]. Creating tools for Behavioural Clafer involves less overhead.
Generic editors and version control tools can be used. One needs to develop a com-
piler to a solver. The core language is small and extensions can be realized by simple
syntactic sugar definitions.
7.2 Systems Modeling Language (SysML)
The Systems Modeling Language, or SysML for short, extends the UML specification
to enable system engineers to model structure and behaviour of systems in general,
not necessarily restricted to just software components. System components like ports,
connectors and switches are first class entities along the software components in
SysML [31].
Structural variability (RQ1) SysML includes variability modelingmechanisms, although
their use is not simple. Admittedly, the complexity is partly caused by the overall
richness of the language, not only by the said mechanisms directly. We illustrate this
with an example.
Accordingly, figure 7a shows a SysML model of component decomposition for the
power window case study. Its primary purpose is to show the system decomposition into
the controller, the chimer and the switch. The diagram also expresses some variability.
Observe that Controller is further decomposed into an express controller ExpController
and a BasicController, which are meant to be exclusive choices, like in our Clafer model.
Both containments have cardinality 0..1, which makes them optional (similarly to
how we did it in the Clafer models earlier). This second level of decomposition could,
potentially more naturally, be modeled using generalization. In order to illustrate both
patterns, we show the generalization solution in the implementation of variability
of the switch: ExpressSwitch and BasicSwitch both specialize the switch block in the
same diagram.
Nowwe use bounded references (introduced in SysML 1.4 specification) to capture the
constraints and specify valid variants that can be created out of the model. We first map
each component with variability to a dedicated bounded reference (figure 7b). Finally,
the system with generalized bounded reference is specialized into specific variants as
shown in figure 7c. In the figure, we see how we can redefine the generalized bounded
references to specify two valid variants, one with express controller ExpController
and no Chimer, and another with BasicController and Chimer. Notice the cardinality
overrides to 0 and 1, respectively, in each of the variant boxes.
A notable advantage of SysML though is that designers can create system models
that reflect low level system design or hardware architecture more accurately. This
decomposition from a higher abstraction to a lower one is usually achieved by allocat-
ing components like in figure 7a to separate block definition diagrams. Components
in such block diagrams are further allocated to internal block diagrams and separate
behavioural diagrams like activity diagrams, state charts etc. Furthermore, figure 7
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references
«boundReference» BasicController : BasicController [*]{bindingPath = controller, BasicController}
«boundReference» ExpController : ExpController [*]{bindingPath = controller, ExpController}
«boundReference» switch : Switch [*]
«boundReference» chimer : Chimer [*]
«subsystem»
PWSubsystem
«block»
BasicController «block»
ExpressSwitch
«block»
PinchDetector
«block»
ExpController
«block»
Chimer
«block»
Switch
«block»
BasicSwitch
«block»
Controller
chimer 0..1 switch 1
BasicController 0..1ExpController 0..1
controller 1
PinchDetector 1
(a) SysML: Decomposition hierarchy of the power window subsystem into its individual components
along with the bound references to corresponding variants.
BasicController : BasicController [0..1]
ExpController : ExpController [0..1]
controller : Controller [1]
«boundReference»
BasicController : BasicController [*]
«boundReference»
ExpController : ExpController [*]
chimer : Chimer [0..1] «boundReference»
chimer : Chimer [*]
switch : Switch [1] «boundReference»
switch : Switch [*]
«equal»
«equal»
«equal»
«equal»
(b) SysML: Mapping of each component with variability (Chimer, BasicController, ExpController) to
dedicated bound references.
references
«boundReference» BasicController : BasicController [*]{bindingPath = controller, BasicController}
«boundReference» ExpController : ExpController [*]{bindingPath = controller, ExpController}
«boundReference» switch : Switch [*]
«boundReference» chimer : Chimer [*]
«subsystem»
PWSubsystem
references
BasicController : BasicController [0]{redefines BasicController}
ExpController : ExpController [1]{redefines ExpController}
switch : ExpressSwitch [1]{redefines switch}
chimer : Chimer [0]{redefines chimer}
«subsystem»
PWSubsystem Express
references
BasicController : BasicController [1]{redefines BasicController}
chimer : Chimer [1]{redefines chimer}
ExpController : ExpController [0]{redefines ExpController}
switch : BasicSwitch [1]{redefines switch}
«subsystem»
PWSubsystem Basic
(c) SysML: Creation of concrete valid variants (ExpController and BasicController) by assigning appropri-
ate bound reference relevant to individual variants.
Figure 7 SysML structural decomposition
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flow properties
...
parts
WinController Logic : WinController
references
winMotor : WinMotor
...
«block»
WinController
Switch
userReq : Switch
positionValue : WindowState
«block»
Window
values
position : WindowState
«block»
PositionSensor
«proxy»
winPosition : WindowState
parts
...
«block»
WinMotor
BasicSwitch
open
close
movingUpX
movingDown
partialOpen
movingUp
«valueType»
WindowState
«block»
ContinuousChimer
operations
+expressUp()
...
ExpressSwitch
up
down
stop
«valueType»
MotorCommand
«block»
PinchDetector
pinchSensor : Boolean
Passenger
operations
+down()
+up()
Switch
«block»
Chimer
Driver
chimer 0..1
windowWinMotor
11
«use» «use»
PinchDetector 0..1
(a) SysML: Complete block definition diagram (BDD) of the power window subsystem showing all the
relevant blocks, references, and value types.
chimer : Chimer [0..1]
WinController Logic : WinController
pinchDetected : Boolean [0..1]
cmdSnd : MotorCommand
positionValue : WindowState
Switch
userReq
PinchDetector : PinchDetector [0..1]pinchSensor : Boolean
PositionSensor : PositionSensor
winPosition : WindowState
winMotor : WinMotorcmdRcv : MotorCommand
«equal»
WindowState
(b) SysML: Internal block diagram (IBD) that shows the internal structure of WinController block defined
in the BDD.
down
[userReq=down AND positionValue NOT open]
up
[ [userReq=up]]
stop
[ [userReq=down]]
[positionValue=closed]
[userReq=expressUp]
[positionValue=closed]
[userReq=up][positionValue=open]
[ pinchDetected=true OR positionValue=closed ]
[positionValue=closed]
[winState=open]
[pinchDetected=true]
(c) SysML: State machine diagram that describes the behavior of the WinController IBD.
Figure 8 SysML behavioural modeling
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shows an example of the block definition diagram of the power window subsystem,
the internal block diagram of the controller and the corresponding state machine.
Although such diagrams capture variability through different variability patterns [32],
the compositional nature of figure 7a is lost in figure 7. Inevitably, this results in
organizations having to maintain separate models with complex relationship among
each other, often leading to inconsistencies. Speaking to our industrial collaborators,
this overhead is one of the major hindrance towards wider adoption of SysML.
Compared to Clafer, the steps involved in modeling structure with variability and
in configuring variants, generate significantly more cognitive effort for the designer.
Whereas in SysML, the designer has to maintain at least six different models (three for
configuring valid variants from feature models, one each for block definition diagram,
internal block diagram, and state machine), Clafer can express all these in a single
model purely through the language constructs. Also, modeling variability in behaviour
and tracing them to structure is much more complex in SysML than in Clafer.
Behavioural variability (RQ1) The contrast between SysML and Clafer is further high-
lighted while modeling variability in behaviour. As shown in section 4, Clafer enables
the designer to express the different patterns of variability compactly. In SysML,
there is no direct way to capture these patterns of behavioural variability. Alphabet
variability, for instance, needs to be captured in the following way. Since a valid
variant of figure 7c restricts the Switch type to BasicSwitch, which does not have
the option for expressUp command (figure 8), any state transition diagram allocated
from a BasicSwitch would not have expressUp in the alphabet. Similarly, even
for transition variability, one needs to go through the complex layers of allocations,
to capture the constraints in behaviour. For a designer who is well versed with the
SysML specifications and tooling, this might be intuitive. However, for novice or less
experienced designers, this relationship becomes overwhelming.
Tool support for language users (RQ2) Currently, there are close to dozen SysML edi-
tors in the market, most of which are commercial.18 SysML helps the designers using
graphical syntax and offering directly low level abstractions that don’t need to be
created by the modeller (for instance in Clafer, one needs to create the concept of a
port). However, as discussed earlier, this advantage is offset to a degree by the need
to maintain multiple disparate diagrams, and by the size of the language, incurring a
high entry barrier.
Support for language implementers (RQ3) The ability to model low-level abstraction
in SysML comes at a cost of verbosity in the language specification (250 pages). This
results in significant investment in developing tools and editors. Probably, this is the
main reason why mostly commercial tools exist (no lightweight open source tools).
18 http://sysml.tools/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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Software
data
thread
thread group
subprogram
subprogram group
Hardware
system Interactions
port
access
parameter
feature group
abstract feature
processor
virtual processor
memory
bus
virtual bus
device
Figure 9 Primary AADL components
process WinController
  features
    current : in data port
    position : in data port
    .
    .
end WinController;
process implementation WinController.basic
subcomponents
    thr_control : thread WinController_thr.generic
end WinController.basic;
process implementation WinController.express
subcomponents
   thr_control : thread WinController_thr.express
end WinController.express;
(a)
(b)
Figure 10 AADL variability through implementation
7.3 Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL)
The Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) [27] is a textual architecture
description language, developed by SAE International, initially targeting the avionics
domain, but now aimed for embedded systems in general. AADL supports design and
analysis of hardware, software and their interface. Moreover, figure 9 summarizes
major AADL components used for modeling structure and behaviour. The various
categories allow creating both low level architectural models and abstract models.
The AADL models are used for diverse analyses such as timing, safety, etc. However,
like other architecture description languages, due to its detailed specification, AADL
comes with a steep learning curve for designers [50].
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thread WinController_thr
features
current : in data port;
winReq : in event data port;
object : in data port;
winCmd : out data port;
position : in data port;
flows
.
.;
end WinController_thr;
thread implementation WinController_thr.generic
annex behavior_specification {**
states
halt : initial complete state;
init, cmd_up, cmd_down : state;
transitions
halt -[on dispatch]-> init;
init -[ position!=1 and winReq=1 ]-> cmd_up {winCmd:="up"};
init -[ position!=0 and winReq=0 ]-> cmd_down {winCmd:="down"};
cmd_up -[winReq=2]-> halt {winCmd:="stop"};
cmd_down -[winReq=2]-> halt {winCmd:="stop"};
**};
end WinController_thr.generic;
thread implementation WinController_thr.express
annex behavior_specification {**
states
halt : initial complete state;
init, cmd_up, cmd_exp_up, cmd_down : state;
transitions
halt -[on dispatch]-> init;
init -[ position!=1 and winReq=1 ]-> cmd_up {winCmd:="up"};
init -[ position!=0 and winReq=0 ]-> cmd_down {winCmd:="down"};
cmd_up -[winReq=2]-> halt {winCmd:="stop"};
cmd_exp_up -[winReq=2 or object=1]-> halt {winCmd:="stop"};
init -[ position!=1 and winReq=3 ]-> cmd_exp_up {winCmd:="up"};
**};
end WinController_thr.express;
Figure 11 AADL behavioural modeling
Structural variability (RQ1) AADL supports variability modeling by separating compo-
nent types and component implementations. Component types are definitions listing
the component’s elements, interfaces and externally observable elements. Component
implementations, on the other hand, specify the internal structure and execution
profile. Accordingly, there are two ways of implementing variability in AADL: by
redefining types and by providing alternative implementations.
Variability by type redefinition exploits the extends and refined to constructs of
the language. This is similar in spirit to the common approach of variability modeling
through specialization, where new component types are defined as substitutable for
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a more general type. Unfortunately, compared to Clafer and SysML, the absence of
group cardinality support for subcomponents, makes this kind of variability modeling
restricted in AADL. Shiraishi shows how this pattern can be used to model variability
in automotive cruise control system [67].
Variability by alternative implementations is similar in nature to type variability
but happens at instance level modeling. Different variants can be composed to have
different implementations, varying in their internal structure. Also, figure 10 shows
an example of two different implementations of the WinController process, one for
the basic and one for the express controller.
Both patterns express variability solely on the base architecture model. AADL does
not support modeling or integration with external variability models like feature
models or OVM. This drawback makes the process of concrete product derivation
non-trivial, and there has been dedicated research effort to integrate the two [33, 51].
In contrast, in Clafer this integration comes for free, given that feature models are
naturally implemented using clafers and constraints.
Behavioural variability (RQ1) The core language specification of AADL does not sup-
port variability in behaviour. This may be achieved using the behaviour annex [24].
AADL behaviour specification is based on a state transition system, and can be included
in a component implementation.
In the power window example, the execution behaviour is modeled as a part of
thread implementation of the WinController process (figure 11). The figure shows
two thread implementations, one each for express and basic controller. In the express
implementation, there are additional transitions for conditions when the user presses
the express up button (winReq=3) and a pinch object is detected (object=1). There
is also an additional state (cmd_exp_up), which results from the additional transition.
AADL supports modeling behavioural variability only through alternate implemen-
tations, where variability is modeled primarily at alphabet level (alphabet variability).
AADL’s inability to provide out-of-the-box integration of its behaviour models to exter-
nal variability models, prevents the designer to implement fine grained variability, for
example using the transition variability pattern.
Tool support for languageusers (RQ2) There exist several tool-chains supporting AADL,
most of which are based on OSATE 2 open source platform. The platform provides an
IDE for development and analysis of AADL models. In the basic OSATE 2 IDE, AADL
models are created in textual format, with a support for graphical representation
of the architecture model. There also exist tools developed based on a graphical
platform.19 Most tools cater specifically to the domain of real-time embedded systems,
providing timing and safety analyses. Clafer supports no real-time analyses so far, but
safety invariants can be expressed as assertions.
19 https://wiki.sei.cmu.edu/aadl/index.php/AADL_tools, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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Support for language implementers (RQ3) The language specification [27] is extensive:
145 pages excluding annexes such as behaviour annex, data-modeling annex, etc. Many
extensive languages are included in the annexes, most tied to a specific domain (real-
time embedded systems). For example, the specification of BLESS, a behavioural
language based on AADL, is 200 page itself.20 The proliferation of dialects, and their
complexity clearly makes implementing AADL difficult, although this is partially offset
by existence of basic platforms, which help in scaffolding more complex tools.
7.4 Temporal OCL
Temporal OCL is an extension of the Object Constraint Language allowing specification
of temporal constraints on object models. In principle one could express temporal
constraints directly in OCL, but doing this in first order logic is cumbersome, and
moreover OCL limits the use of quantification over temporal domain (allowing only
expressing universal invariants, or pre-post conditions over single transition step).
This motivates development of separate timing constructs in the constraint language.
Several variations of such temporal extensions to OCL exist. We consider the work
of Kanso and Taha, as one of the more recent attempts [44]. Their tools21 supported
modeling the case study for evaluation. We remodelled the example using Ecore and
wrote the constraints in OCL.
In many respects, the semantics of Temporal OCL is similar to behavioural Clafer.
Both languages model structures as MOF-like diagrams (roughly for Clafer) and add
behaviour as constraints on temporal changes to structures. Also both languages are
based on Dwyer’s property patterns, in order to simplify the specification of typical
20 http://www.santoslab.org/pub/bless/docs/BLESS_Language_Reference_Manual.pdf, last ac-
cessed on 2018-07-19.
21 http://wdi.supelec.fr/software/TemporalOCL/, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
Table 1 Comparison of modeling languages based on variability
Structural variability (RQ1) Behavioural variability (RQ1)
Specification
size (RQ3)
(pages)
Behavioural Clafer Full support integrating feature-
models, architecture and be-
haviour
Alphabet and transition variability <20
Live SequenceCharts
(LSC)
No support Expressing alphabet and transition
variability is non-trivial
48
SysML Partial support; variability cross-
cuts several model views
Expressing alphabet and transition
variability is non-trivial
250
AADL Partial support; through type re-
definition and multiple imple-
mentations
Only alphabet variability >145
Temporal OCL No intrinsic support Alphabet and transition variability <20
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[ basic -[express && req=expressUp]-> movingUpX ]
context controller
temp trans_var : isCalled(controller_exp_up()) 
preceding directly becomesTrue(self.psensor.state
          =win_state.exp_up)
when self.express_feature->size()=1
1. Temporal OCL
2. Behavioral Clafer
(a) Transition variability
[ some WinFeatures.express <=> some expressUp ] 
context controller
temp alph_var : never becomesTrue(self.psensor.state 
       = win_state.exp_up)
when self.express_feature->size()=0
1. Temporal OCL
2. Behavioral Clafer
(b) Alphabet variability
Figure 12 Modeling behavioural variability patterns in Temporal OCL and Clafer
temporal constraints. We modeled features using containment hierarchy similarly to
what was presented earlier in this paper and in our earlier work [4].
Structural variability (RQ1) The objective of Temporal OCL extensions is solely to
provide temporal capabilities to OCL. For structural variability one can use regular
OCL over class diagrams in similar style to Clafer, perhaps at the cost of more verbose
notation. This topic has been extensively discussed in our earlier work [4]. Jackson’s
book [42] offers an extensive comparison of Alloy’s constraint language and OCL,
which largely translates to Clafer, which uses the same constraint language (but a
more compact structural language than Alloy). Notable advantage of Clafer is group
cardinality, which has to be encoded in OCL and Alloy.
Behavioural variability (RQ1) Temporal OCL is the closest to Clafer out of the dis-
cussed languages, as far as modeling behavioural variability is concerned. As shown
in figure 12, Temporal OCL can capture both alphabet and transition variability pat-
terns. Since we model express feature as containment with the controller class,
in figure 12, the specification does not need to depend on reflection mechanisms.
However the constraints appear much more complex than in Clafer (see figure 12).
Temporal OCL’s specification borrows heavily from OCL. Due to this, designers need
to master OCL specifications first, which by itself has a steep learning curve [14].
Clafer, on the other hand, provides syntactic sugar and defaults that allow even novice
designers to model complex scenarios. Another drawback of Temporal OCL is the
separation of structure from specification. This often leads to a dependence on heavy
tooling support; a tool for integrating external variability models with structure,
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another one for integration of structure with specification. Clafer minimizes this
dependency by being tool independent. The models can be created and edited in any
textual editor, and it provides seamless integration of feature models, structure and
behavioural variability solely through the language constructs.
Tool support for language users (RQ2) Temporal OCL provides an Eclipse based TOCL
editor, where designers can express Temporal OCL constraints over an Ecore model.
Analysis capability of the tool is limited, where execution of the specification con-
straints generates an equivalent regular expression. Clafer, being based on a more
carefully delimited language, benefits from tools based on SAT solving, supporting
consistency checking and snapshot generation for static subset. None of these are
presently supported for Temporal OCL.
Tool support for language implementers (RQ3) The size of language specification is
minimal, compared to the languages discussed above. This makes the learning curve,
at least in terms of language specification, similar to that of Clafer. Temporal OCL
needs to be supported by a structural modeling notation (class diagrams) which
complicates the implementation, but can also be a benefit if the implementer is well
versed in available frameworks providing such (for instance Eclipse).
7.5 Summary
A short summary of the results of this case study is presented in table 1. We see that
Clafer presents itself as the language that is both very small and fairly expressive,
albeit the expressiveness is achieved by patterns, and not directly. Thus, regarding RQ1,
Clafer tends to offer more than competition, but at the cost of learning extra language
knowledge—the modeling style (patterns). Terseness of Clafer models stands out
in comparison with other languages. This also means that embedding of structure
and variability with modeling patterns does not cost syntactically. Regarding RQ2 we
observe that Clafer shares most strengths of other textual languages and languages
with constraint based semantics. At the same time, it also suffers from the cost of
the semantics, given that execution requires solving difficult algorithmic problems
(for instance adding real-time support is predictably difficult). Finally, regarding RQ3,
Clafer presents a very concise definition, and is likely easier to be implemented than
many other languages.22
In section 8, we reflect on the design decisions in Clafer, emphasizing how do they
contribute to this result. We also point out shortcomings and difficulties.
22 For Temporal OCL, we excluded the size of the core OCL specification, which is over 250
pages (https://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/2.4/PDF, last accessed on 2018-07-19.)
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7.6 Limitations and Validity
The method followed in this experiment combined design of models (artifacts) within
a case study (Power Window) and a qualitative analysis of the created and available
artifacts. We discuss the main issues and limitations that this method and its execution
incur, in order to estimate the trustworthiness of results.
Repeatability We have reported (above) the languages, the research questions and
the comparison dimensions used. The models framing the discussion of RQ1 were
designed in a two step improvement process: create-critique-improve, which increases
a chance that idiomatic use of languages has been achieved. We have stored and
published all the models.23 We have strived to be unbiased in analysis discussions,
and we reasonably believe that other researchers departing from the same reference
models would reach similar conclusions. However we do not claim that the analysis
would always give the same result (as is the case with almost any data analysis process,
and especially a qualitative one).
Generalizability This evaluation section should be read as a voice in the discussion
on design of modeling languages. Obviously, we worked only with a single model, and
with only five languages (including Clafer). The conclusions taken can only be directly
traced to this context. Comparison with other languages and in other use cases could
give different results. We believe though that given the relatively diverse spread of the
languages considered, and the richness of the case study (showing various aspects
of modeling) the observations are useful. They also convince us that Clafer lies in a
relevant design point in the space of languages.
Bias The design of Clafer is independent of the created case study. The language had
been designed using smaller toy examples, and the case study was only introduced
when the key principles where stable. Thus Clafer design is not overfit for the power
window case. The modeller working in the four baseline languages was not involved in
creating the Power Windows case in Clafer, and was not not part of the team designing
Clafer. This reduces a chance of bias towards Clafer in creating the four cases, but we
admit it does not entirely remove it. The language experts used to critique the created
models were recruited both from among the coauthors and external lab members.
This obviously introduces a possibility of contamination with bias, that is overall very
hard to avoid in a qualitative comparison of languages.
Metric representativeness We realize that the size of the documentation is a rather
poor metric for language complexity. Some pages may be less or more useful, and the
density of information varies a lot. Also, the size of the documentation is polluted
by the age of the language (short living languages are more likely to have shorter
23 https://uwaterloo.ca/waterloo-intelligent-systems-engineering-lab/publications/clafer-
lightweight-modeling-structure-and-behaviour, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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documentations due to shorter accumulation time). However language complexity is a
very fragile concept, and this was a metric that is relatively stable and unbiased, among
the scarcely few that exist. Even needless pages introduce a burden on users and
implementers, who need to find information. Thus we decided to report it nevertheless.
We do not derive any conclusions from precise values of the metric, but focus on the
order of magnitude (tens vs hundreds of pages).
Furthermore, the cost of language implementation should, in general, be correlated
with demand for its features and with benefits it offers, so we advice the reader to
not jump to fast conclusions based on our comparison.
8 Discussion
We have experimented with Clafer, creating more models. Besides the power window
model, the paper material24 contains other cases available for the research community:
TrafficLight. A simple state machine model for traffic light transitions.
WebSocketProtocol. A model of the IETF RFC 6455 protocol [61].
TLS Handshake from the IETF encrypted communication protocol (TLS/SSL) [60].
We summarize the observations made in the process of designing the behavioural
extension of Clafer and using it for modeling. We list its main shortcomings and
envisioned future work. Methodologically, the observations presented in this section
differ from those of section 7 in that they are all based on authors own experience
and reflection in the design process and early use; in contrast, to the observations in
the previous section that were collected through modeling in several languages and
comparing the models and language documentations. In that sense, the list below is
much less systematic, and more bias prone. Yet, we believe still worth bringing for the
language engineering audience.
Lesson 1: Modeling behaviour does not require a large language extension Clafer, a
rather small structural modeling language to begin with, required only two additions
to the core syntax: the LTL operators next and until. A larger change was required in
the semantics, which was lifted from sets of structures to sets of traces of structures.
This is in stark contrast to, for instance UML, where large sub-languages have been
added to handle behavioural modeling.
Lesson 2: Nesting and behaviour interact efficiently Mixing the composition hierarchy
and behavioural modeling elements simplifies constraints significantly. In our experi-
ence, most of simple behavioural properties (as met in studied cases) reduce to static
invariants nested in a suitable context, which itself is dynamically activated. Besides
this we also use transition constraints a lot, but we only rarely see the need to use
LTL properties or advanced property patterns directly.
24 http://www.clafer.org/2018/05/behavioral-model-set.html, last accessed on 2018-07-19.
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Lesson 3: Variability modeling can be efficient without first-class support in the language
Clafer’s ability to express variability in structures naturally extends to behaviour. We
demonstrated several patterns for modeling variability in behaviour: super-imposed
variability, alphabet variability, transition variability, behaviour refinement via inher-
itance, and use of the strategy pattern. We used types, inheritance, references and
the ability to under-constrain models, and no explicit notion of features, variation
points or mapping links. We used LTL (syntactic sugar for final) to model static
binding time, frequent in variability modeling. In fact, we are not aware of any other
modeling language, in which all these patterns could have been demonstrated with
comparable ease.
Lesson 4: Looseness in Clafer models has many applications Under-constraining of
structure and behaviour in models does allow not only creating variation points
controlled using constraints, but introduces tolerance for uncertainty, and underspeci-
fication [5]. Thus it can also support other use cases.
Lesson 5: Integrated notation allows obtaining compact models Different aspects of a
system can be represented in a single place. The running example, which fits on a single
page, takes at least two diagrams in Simulink or UML. Scenarios and properties need to
be specified in a yet separate place. A language like CVL or OVM, would add additional
diagrams (feature models, feature mappings) just to maintain variability on top of
the UML or Simulink model. Furthermore, an integrated notation does not enforce
compartmentalization of the modeling process. The modeller can freely mix modeling
structure, behaviour, features and variation points, and indeed we did so in the running
example. This is not impossible with multiple notations, but compartmentalization
often happens unconsciously as switching between notations creates a cognitive
burden. Importantly, the opposite is also true: creating large amalgamated models
encompassing multiple aspects also increases this burden. Yet, a language like Clafer
allows the user to choose whether to model variability within structure/behaviour or
whether to separate it to a feature model and link with structure/behaviour using
constraints.
Lesson 6: Integrated notation allows performing integrated analysis We demonstrated
that variability can be added to different types of models. Similarly, behaviour can be
added to traditionally static models, such as, feature and architectural models. The
freedom of expressing both invariants and behaviours over many types of structures
opens new possibilities, modeling feature model configuration workflows, such as,
staged configuration, or expressing dynamic aspects of architectures.
Lesson 7: Combining both bottom-up and top-downmodeling opens up new possibilities
Traditionally, the behaviour of a system is expressed imperatively in an automata-like
notation, while the requirements to be checked are specified declaratively as proper-
ties. Clafer supports both styles of modeling; however, both can be used for either
purpose. That is, the system behaviour can be specified declaratively using properties
and patterns, while properties to be checked can be specified more imperatively
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using scenarios. This flexibility opens up possibilities for developing new modeling
methodologies such as example-driven modeling [6] and using appropriate means
to express what is required. For example, state properties are often easier to write
as properties than as transitions, while, other properties maybe easier to write as
scenarios.
Shortcomings We realize that a very tight language has its limitations. It might not
always be easy to see for what purpose a construct is used. For instance in our models
multiplicity 0..1 has been used both to express optionality (express) and that a state
is not fixed and can change (movingUp). We mitigated this problem by using types
(such as Feature or State) to capture intentions explicitly. Naming conventions can
also be used as a lightweight mechanism.
Clafer cannot capture all styles of variability modeling. It is not very well suited
for modularization of differences between variants in style of delta-modeling [64] or
FORML [66]. The main obstacle is that a clafer must be made under-constrained in
order to make it variable. In the differential modeling style, a model element can be
fixed in the model, but still changed by an external difference module, which has the
ability to “edit” base models, which is not possible in Clafer.
The constraint-based semantics is rich enough to express many styles of models,
but it can lead to implicit information in models. For instance, links between model
elements and features are not explicit, and identifying them requires using analysis
tools. Similarly behaviour specified using properties might be quite indirect, especially
when not using the pattern for states and transitions. In Clafer, system simulation
requires solving consistency of LTL formulae. However, the recent advances in SAT and
SMT solving as well as in bounded model checking bring us much closer to making
such languages usable.
Future work First, we would like to explore different ways of using Clafer models
with behaviour. A behavioral model could be interpreted as a static model by ignoring
all temporal constraints and current instance generation and consistency checking
capability of Clafer backend reasoners could be used to explore the snapshot space of
the model. Next, a behavioral model could be used for trace generation and model
checking. Lastly, a behavioral model could be used for generating a property checker
for run-time monitoring.
In a direct continuation of this work, we would like to explore possibilities of
capturing more modeling styles in Clafer. We are interested in full-fledged sequence
diagrams (as opposed to simple scenarios), and in manipulating the alphabet of a
system more subtly than just deactivating inputs [48]. Building Petri-net like models
is another avenue to explore: state multiplicity can be relaxed from 0..1 to higher
bounds allowing for multiple instances of a single state at a time, corresponding
roughly to the number of tokens present in a state.
We would also like to explore designing modeling methodologies that exploit
Clafer’s flexibility, especially deciding what aspects are better to explain using transi-
tion models, and what aspects are easier to do using properties; how models should
be debugged; and how scenarios and assertions should be selected to achieve a good
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quality check. Finally, we need a number of visualization and analysis tools, includ-
ing visualization of models as automata, generation of transition systems, efficient
dedicated model checkers and simulators for Clafer.
We do not claim that Clafer invalidates all multi-modeling approaches that use
specialized notations for different aspects of the system. Clafer is a voice in discussion
where the boundaries should be placed between languages and what should be part
of the language and what part of the model. What kind of syntactic and semantic
elements can help making languages smaller but models bigger? This is related
to the old discussion between virtues of internal and external DSLs. It would be
extremely interesting to advance this discussion using a controlled experiment, for
instance Comparing Clafer (uninotational) with a multi-language approach (say CVL
combined with UML Class Diagrams, State Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams). Having
participated both in Clafer and CVL design, we are quite prejudiced about the potential
result. However, such an experiment would very likely uncover a number of interesting
areas where Clafer is actually weak, and where the multi-notation approach shines.
Perhaps, it would even be able to identify what aspects are better handled in the
language, and what in the model.
Furthermore, a controlled experiment would help to identify issues regarding
adequateness, ease of learning, and ease of use for Clafer. No formal experiment of
this kind has been executed. However, the structural part of Clafer has been used in
teaching both University of Waterloo, at IT University of Copenhagen, and at DSM-TP
modeling summer school (four times). We estimate that more than 200 students have
been exposed to Clafer and we have been grading the models produced by them in our
interactive wiki. Although informal, this experience indicates that both undergraduate
and graduate students assimilate Clafer fairly easily, and easily gain understanding of
modeling (structural) variability through patterns of structures and constraints. We
also interacted with two European companies that experimented with Clafer for their
use cases independently (not our collaborators), which indicates that the language
was attractive at first sight. So far, behavioral part of Clafer has only been taught
in passive manner (lectures) and not in an active way (interactive tutorials) as for
the structural part. This means that the existing experience regarding behavioral
modeling in Clafer is limited and further experimentation would be very valuable.
9 Related Work
In the interest of conciseness, we limit the discussion of the related works to papers
that have not been extensively discussed before.
Modeling and Semantics at Large The field of model-driven development produced
a number of valuable tools and formalisms for modeling structure and behaviour
of software systems. For instance, the class diagram formalism [49] popularized
by UML has gained considerable industrial acceptance for structural modeling [41].
However modeling behaviour in UML requires switching to other notations, with all
the cognitive cost that it takes, and all the unclarity introduced by mixing multiple
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languages. Another example, the PROMELA language of the SPIN model checker [40]
has been used in many behavioural modeling projects. PROMELA presents excellent
facilities for modeling dynamics, however its support for modeling data or structure
barely exceeds simple data types. More recently, Alloy [42] introduced modeling of
both behaviour and rich structures, by allowing to encode behaviour using structural
notation and transitive closure (while expressive this is quite unlike the popular
intuitive notations known from automata theory or temporal logics).
There is a large body of works on extending the Object Constraint Language25
(OCL) with behavioural operators. We discuss selected examples here [15, 29, 44,
72]. Consult Kanso and Taha [44] for a more thorough recent comparison. Temporal
extensions of OCL available in the literature have very different goals from Clafer. They
introduce a large number of first class concepts to capture temporal aspects, including
timestamps, clocks, timers, deadlines, and signal handling. Most also employ some
special syntax for accessing past values of variables. Our goal is to provide a minimal
behavioural extension of the language that enables to model most common use cases.
We only add new constructs when indispensable (for instance accessing past variables
in Clafer is done using a standard let binding, without introducing special temporal
variable accesses). Clafer remains small, to ease adoption, to be useful in teaching, to
enable building maintainable tools, and to facilitate formal studies of models mixing
behaviour and structure.
Trace semantics, similar to Clafer’s, is seen in some of these works [15, 44, 72]. Flake
and Mueller [29] use Clocked CTL, which requires a tree-based semantics. However,
none of these works uses temporal logics to model behaviours. All temporal extensions
of OCL known to us are used to write property specifications to be checked against
statechart models. For this reason the syntax of these extensions is not developed
towards direct behaviour modeling, and it is essentially impossible to apply the
modeling patterns like in our work (it is theoretically possible, but the obtained
models will not reflect the behaviours directly, but will use a hard to understand
encoding). Besides, none of the mentioned work considers using OCL with behaviour
to model variability.
Interestingly Cengarle and Knapp [15] include handling of past operators of LTL,
which we consider useful in behavioural modeling (even if not increasing expres-
siveness). Past operators would be a beneficial extension for Clafer, but primarily for
writing properties (assertions) not for modeling behaviour. Flake and Mueller [29]
only apply temporal specifications to configurations of statecharts states, so they
cannot reason about evolutions of object-oriented structures.
Two frameworks use Alloy to model behaviour by exploiting transitive closure over
structural relations. Cunha [17] shows how to achieve bounded model checking of
LTL in Alloy using a local state idiom. Vakili and Day [68] present an Alloy library
providing universal and existential bounded model checking of CTL* with fairness
constraints. They use the global state idiom and assume a direct representation of a
one step next-state relation, which makes the set up a bit hard to use for Clafer, in
25 http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/, last accessed on 2018-07-19
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which behaviour emerges from composition of constraints over traces. Both proposals
are remaining within Alloy, which is a serious advantage for Alloy users, but it makes
it impossible to stylize models into domain-specific sub-languages like we do (for
example to express feature models, hierarchical state machines or scenarios), due to
lack of nesting, intelligent name resolution, and syntax for modeling behaviours.
DynAlloy [30] is a first-class extension of Alloy with dynamic semantics based
on traces. It allows specifying pre- and post-conditions for traces of actions (partial
correctness assertions for traces). Axiomatic reasoning in this style is not very well
suited to modeling automata-like control to support use cases in modeling embedded
systems and business processes, in which we are interested.
Variability Modeling As mentioned, there are two main patterns for design of vari-
ability modeling languages: an amalgamated (or integrated) approach that extends an
existing language with variability mechanisms, and separate (or orthogonal) approach
that keeps all the variability aspects outside the modeling language. This also usually
means that modeling of individual features may be made modular. These two patterns
are mixed to an extent in all designs.
FORML [66], Delta modeling [64], Orthogonal Variability Models [58], and the
Common Variability Language [39], are the main examples of this modular approach.
These are inspired to a large extent by aspect-oriented programming. Indeed, aspect-
oriented programming has been used directly in variability modeling and implemen-
tation, for example refer to [3, 34]. As we already discussed, they all differ from Clafer,
in being independent variability modeling languages, imposed on top of an existing
general modeling language, while Clafer is an integrated language, with no first-class
support for variability, but where variability can be represented using design patterns.
With the exception of FORML, the above languages do not support behavior directly
(all the above languages support behavior indirectly, by manipulating syntax trees of
behavioral models). A number of works have been devoted to extensions of semantic
models and behavioral modeling languages with variability. The earliest examples
include extensions of transition systems for variability modeling [16, 28, 47, 48]. The
difference between Clafer and the existing work lies in combination of structural and
behavioral modeling in a single language. This is a rather rich area of research. We
direct the reader to a very good recent survey on this topic, listing over 40 papers [7].
The structural version of Clafer has been presented before [4]. The present paper
contributes a very non-trivial extension with the temporal dimension. Modeling
behavior in the original structural Clafer was (almost) impossible—while one can
always encode behavior in structural properties, in this case the encoding turned
out extremely heavy weight. The behavioral extension required integration into the
Clafer semantics the temporal aspects following the foundational work of Abadi and
Manna [1] and into the Clafer compiler the bounded model checking machinery [12,
17]. Conceptually, section 3 in the present paper overlaps with the original work
of Bąk, Diskin, Antkiewicz, Czarnecki, and Wąsowski [4]. However, the addition
of behavior required some interventions in the static part of the language as well
(clafer modifiers initial and finally). Thus we decided to present the static part
of Clafer as well, making the present paper self-contained and up-to-date. We also
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created an entirely new presentation of this material, emphasizing the use of patterns,
consistently with section 4. This means that the contribution of section 3 lies in
modeling methodology rather than in language design. Furthermore, the original
categorical semantics [4] was rather cumbersome to extend towards behaviour (more
work is required in that direction), thus we decided to use Abadi’s scheme for mixing
linear temporal logics with first order logics. As a result the semantics presented
in section 5 is entirely new with no conceptual overlap with earlier papers. So are the
evaluation and discussions sections.
Ross, Murashkin, Liang, Antkiewicz, and Czarnecki [63] present an application of
structural Clafer for design synthesis. Similarly, Nadi and Krüger report on modeling
cryptographic components in structural Clafer [55]. Besides using Clafer, these works
do not overlap with the present text.
10 Conclusion
We have presented an extension of Clafer with behavioural semantics and demon-
strated how this small language captures multiple styles of modeling in a single terse
notation (structural, behavioural and variability modeling). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first such language in which demonstration of so many approaches to
modeling variability is possible directly. Clafer is also likely the first language which
allows modeling evolutions of structures (as opposed to only specification of properties
for evolution of structures), which is a crucial development direction for modeling
languages, given the rapid convergence of rich architectures and control in embedded
systems.
As we have seen in the numerous examples presented in this paper, despite being
quite versatile, Clafer does not seem to suffer a lot from verbosity of models (as would
be the case if modeling directly in logics or lambda calculus). Clafer models are meant
to be human readable.
Clafer’s definition is very concise (if a bit terse), which makes it attractive for
teaching and research. It allows to demonstrate many aspects of modeling in one
notation to students. Due to a small definition it is also relatively approachable to
researchers who would like to work on semantics, languages and tools for models of
evolving structures.
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